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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Littleton qualified
to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall aivd
Police Court Room in the Town building, on the
13th day of March next, being the second Tues-
day of March, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to
act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose a Town Clerk, three Select-
men, a Town Treasurer, a Collector of Taxes, an Audi-
tor, an Overseer of the Poor, an Agent to prosecute
violations of the liquor law, three members of the
Board of Trustees of the Public Library, each for a
term of three years, in place of Frances T. Bingham,
George S. Whittaker and James J. Harrington; a Con-
stable, and not exceeding three Highway Agents.
Article 2. To raise and appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary for the laying out, con-
struction and repairing of highways and bridges, for
the payment of the Town debt and interest, for the
maintenance of the poor, and for all other Town
charges.
Article 3. To see what sums of money the Town
will raise and appropriate for the observance of Me-
morial Day.
Article 4. To see what action the Town will take
for the purpose of securing State aid for highways in
this Town under the provisions of an act to provide
State aid and for the expenditure of other public
moneys in the permanent improvement of main high-
ways throughout the State, approved February 24,
1905, and any amendment thereto, to raise and ap-
propriate such sums of money as may be deemed ad-
visable, and to make suitable appropriations under
such acts.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not exceeding three hundred dol-
lars for a free hospital bed at the Littleton hospital
for a period of one year.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate money, and if so, how much, for the pur-
chase of a portable stone crusher.
Article 7. To see what action the Town will take
upon the following articles contained in the will of
Daniel Clark Remich:
"Art. 16. I give and devise the land commonly
known as Kilburn Craggs lot and the right of way to
said lot from the main highway; also the land com-
monly known as Kilburn Dells, to the Town of Little-
ton, to be held by theTown forever for park purposes,
to be known as Kilburn Craggs and Kilburn Dells. If
the Town votes to accept the aforesaid lands, I give
and bequeath six thousand ($6,000) dollars to the
Town of Littleton to be permanently deposited in the
Littleton Savings Bank and the interest only used to
keep the roads, bridges, paths, gates, signs and any
structure that I or my wife, Elizabeth K. Remich, may
place on the property before my decease, in good re-
pair.
"Art. 19. If there is no suitable Civic Center or Y.
M. C. A. quarters in Littleton, New Hampshire, at the
time of my decease, I authorize my executors to finish
off suitable quarters for a Civic Center or Y. M. C. A.
rooms in the Littleton Town building, at an expense
not exceeding six thousand ($6,000) dollars, provided
the Town will allow them to do so."
Article 8. To see what action the Town will take
relative to the exemption for a term of ten years of
the buildings and machinery which shall be construct-
ed and installed by the Saranac Glove Company.
Article 9. To see what action the Town will take
relative to leasing the room in the rear of the Water
and Light offices, in the Town building, to the G. A. R.
Article 10. To see what action the Town will take
relative to discontinuing the highway from the resi-
dence of E. H. Richey, on the Walker road, so called,
on Mann's hill, to the Whitefield road at Alder Brook.
Article 11. To see what action the Town will take
relative to the adoption of the provisions of Chapter
33 of the SessionLaws of 1901 relative to the appoint-
ment of pubUc weighers.
Article 12. To hear reports of agents, auditors,
committee or officers heretofore chosen and pass any
vote relating thereto.
Article 13. To choose any other necessary Town
officers for the year ensuing and to choose or elect
any agents or committees which may be necessary to
carry into effect any vote that may be passed under
this warrant.
Article 14. To transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 26th day of
February, 1917.
H. M. EATON,
F. E. RICHARDSON,
M. H. ALLEN,
Selectmen of Littleton.
Inventory^of the Town of Littleton
April 1, 1915
1418 poUs
Real estate $ 2,235,058 00
767 horses 86,905 00
2 mules 105 00
6 oxen 470 00
1,504 cows 67,769 50
111 neat stock 6,870 00
161 sheep 955 00
32 hogs 484 00
Fowls 50 00
Vehicles and automobiles 54,510 00
Portable mills 500 00
Wood and lumber 5,495 00
Stock in pubhc funds
^
10,748 78
Stock in banks ' 38,951 20
Money on hand 8,431 01
Stock in trade 350,177 42
ToU bridges 4,250 00
$2,871,729 91
Less Excelsior Wrapper Co. 56,000 00
$2,815,729 91
Money Raised, 1915
state tax $6,448 00
County tax 4,409 28
Support of schools 27,675 00
PubUcHbrary 1,700 00
Sinking fund 4,000 00
Debt and interest 2,500 00
Highways 15,000 00
Memorial day 100 00
Hospital 300 00
Littleton village district 9,000 00
$71,132 28
Inventory of the Town of Littleton
April 1, 1916
1,380 polls
Real estate $ 2,276,772 00
736 cows 77,200 00
2 mules 225 00
14 oxen 1,070 00
1,526 cows 74,639 00
130 neat stock 5,500 00
162 sheep 858 00
48 hogs 582 00
Vehicles and automobiles 71,800 00
Portable mills 750 00
Wood and lumber 32,437 50
Stock in pubHc funds 1,000 00
Stock in banks 34,685 65
Money on hand 18,560 85
Stock in trade 354,245 97
Toll bridges 5,000 00
$2,955,326 97
Money Raised, 1916
state tax $ 6,045 00
County tax 4,409 28
Support of schools 32,175 00
PubUc library 1,700 00
Sinking fund 4,000 00
Debt and interest 3,500 00
Highways 15,000 00
Memorial day 100 00
Hospital ^ 300 00
Old home week 100 00
State aid 1,076 63
Littleton Village District 11,550 00
$79,955 91
TAX RATE ON $100 FOR 1915.
State, county, school and highway $ 2 15
Littleton Village District 40
$ 2 55
TAX RATE ON $100 FOR 1916.
State, county, school and highway $ 2 25
Littleton Village District 50
$ 2 75
*
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Town of Littleton BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash:
In hands of town treasurer
In hands of other officials
(a) Water & Light Department
Accounts due town
:
Taxes not collected: (a) Levy of 1913
(b) Levy of 1914
(c) Levy of 1915
(d) Levy of 1916
Due from state:
(a) Joint highway accounts, unexpen-
ded balances in State treasury
(b) Bounties 1916
Due from County:
(a) Care of paupers
(b) Dependent soldiers and families
Other bills due town:
(a) Due Water & Light Department
December 31, 1916 73 41
Sinking Funds:
(a) Value of securities. Water & Light
Department 72,500 00
(b) Cash belonging to sinking funds.
Town, $8,126.39; Water and Light
$1,254.71 9,381.10
$ 1,096 88
5,635 99
5 10
56 26
128 46
1,209 87
214 52
10 00
801 25
100 82
Total assets $ 91,213 66
Excess of liabilities over assets (net debt) 174,477 93
Grand total $265,691 59
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SHEET February 15, 1917
LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by the town:
Interest on $60,000 bonds, December 1
to February 15 437 50
Bills outstanding:
Unpaid coupons Water & Light depart-
ment 78 75
Interest on $200,000 bonds, October 1 to
December 31 1,750 00
Due to school districts: (a) Dog licenses,
balance 1916 95 19
State and Town joint highway accounts:
Unexpended balances in Town treasury 330 15
Outstanding temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes 3,000 00
Bonds outstanding:
$60,000 31/2 P-C. bonds Town 45,000 | Due 60,000 00
Water and Light 15,000 ) 1927
$200,000 31/2 p. c. bonds, Water and Light,
due 1933 200,000 00
Total liabilities $263,687 45
Grand total $265,691 59
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Uniform
Town of Littleton RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS
Current revenue:
From local taxes:
1. Property and poll taxes,
current year $ 78,028 33
3. Property and poll taxes,
previous year 1,200 14
From state
:
5. For highways
(a) For State aid mainten-
ance
(b) For State aid construction
(c) For trunk Une Mainten-
ance
6. Insurace tax
7. Railroad tax
8. Savings bank tax
10. Liquor Ucenses
11. For fighting forest fires
12. For bounties
13. Literary fund
14. For education
From county:
15. For support of poor
16. For support of soldiers
From local sources except taxes
:
17. Dog licenses 395 19
18. All other licenses and permits 701 38
19. Fines and forfeits 222 43
20. Rent of town hall 1,183 50
Continued to page 16
114 37
800 30
376 57
15 37
589 36
7,335 99
291 94
9 95
9 60
653 43
831 25
1,348 80
287 01
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Classification
PAYMENTS For year ending Feb. 15, 1917
PAYMENTS
Current maintenance expenses:
General government:
1. Town officers salaries and
expenses $ 2,425 02
2. Election and registration
expenses 512 92
3. Municipal court expenses 366 00
4. Care and supplies for town
hall 1,738 86
Protection of persons and property.
:
5. Police department 932 47
6. Fire department, forest fires 19 90
7. Moth extermination
8. Bounties, Hedgehogs and
etc. . 10 00
Health:
10. Health department
11. Vital statistics
Highways and bridges:
12. State aid maintenance
13. Trunk line maintenance
14. Town maintenance
15. Street lighting
16. General expenses of high-
way department 148 73
Education
:
17. Libraries 1,700 00
Charities
:
18. Town poor 1,026 93
19. County poor 1,879 35
Continued to page 15
318 49
245 35
468 38
798 30
4,666 73
2,077 33
Schedule of Town Property
DESCRIPTION
1. Town hall, land and
buildings $ 20,400 00
Furniture and equipment 500 00
2. Libraries, land and build-
ings 20,000 00
Furniture and equipm't. 2,000 00
4. Fire department, land and
buildings.
Equipment 4,000 00
5. Highway department, lands >
and buildings.
Equipment 2,400 00
6. Parks, commons and play-
grounds 6,000 00
7. Water and Light system 250,000 00
8. Town histories 1,792 50
Total . $307,092 50
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PAYMENTS (Continued)
Continued from page 13
Patriotic purposes:
20. Memorial day and other celebra-
tions 200 00
21. Soldiers' aid and G. A. R. halls
Recreation
:
Public service enterprises:
23. V/ater and Light Depart-
ment expense 22,081 77
25. Cemeteries 29 00
26. Hospital 430 00
261/2 Abatements 33 35
TTntal piirrpnt maintpn-
ance expenses $42,108 88
Interest:
27. Paid on temporary loans in an-
ticipation of taxes $ 888 47
28. Paid on long term notes 55 38
29. Paid on bonded debt 8,968 75
Total interest pay-
ments $9,912 60
Outlay for new construction and
permanent improvements
:
31. Highways and bridges
State aid construction 4,116 58
33. Highways and bridges Town
construction 1,100 23
Total outlay payments $5,216 81
Indebtedness:
38. Payments on temporary loans
in anticipation of taxes $28,500 00
39. Payments on long term
notes 1,346 78
Continued to page 17
16
RECEIPTS AND
Continued from page 12
22. Income of departments:
Water and Light Deptartment 34,686 05
E. L. Rowland, plank
E. L. Rowland, refund cash
Isaiah Moore, barbed wire er-
ror
Town histories sold
Declaration of candidates
District 1/2 road machine
District 2 months traffic officer
F. L. Weakland, use steam roller
H. M. Eaton, agent refund check
not cashed 2 00
Water and Light Department,
interest $15,000 525 00
Total current revenue receipts $129,963 64
•Receipts other than current revenue:
24. Temporary loans in anticipa-
tion of taxes during year $ 31,500 00
4 00
53
3 75
7 50
20 00
69 90
130 00
120 00
Total receipts other than
current revenue $31,500 00
Total receipts from all sources $161,463 64
Cash on hand at beginning of
year:
Treasurer 2,022 28
Water and Light 4,952 96
$6,975.24
Grand total $168,438 88
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PAYMENTS (Continued)
Continued from page 15
41. Payments to sinking fmid 9,000 00
Total indebtedness
payments $38,846 78
Payments to other governmental
divisions
:
42. Taxes paid to state $ 6,045 00
43. Taxes paid to county 4,409 28
44. Payments to precincts 21,185 06
45. Payments to school dist-
ricts 33,981 60
Total payments to other
governmental divisions $65,620 94
Total payments for all pur-
poses $161,706 01
Cash on hand at end of year:
,
Treasurer 1,096 88
Water and Light 5,635 99
$6,732 87
Grand total * . $168,438 8S
Detail Statement of Payments
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Detail 1. Salaries and expenses of principal town offi-
cers:
Salaries:
Selectman, H. M. Eaton $ 325 00
Selectman, F. E. Richardson 250 00
Selectman, M. H. Allen 300 00
Town clerk, W. N. Heald 93 75
Treasurer, F. E. Green 100 00
Auditor, H. D. Green (1915) 30 00
Tax collector, W. N. Heald 500 00
Tax collector, W. N. Heald
(1914-1915) 44 84
Overseer of poor, C. F. Harris 75 00
Prosecuting liquor agent, H. H.
Corey 15 00
Dog kiUer, G. H. Page 5 50
Expenses:
Courier Printing Co., Town
reports 159 30
C. S. Gray, tax collector bond 24 00
Flora A. Bowles, treasurer, meals
election 12 00
H. M. Eaton, treasurer bond 30 00
M. H. Allen, team taking inven-
tory 22 00
W. N. Heald, paid for inventory and
tax collector env. 67 06
W. J. Randolph, record of transfers 11 12
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Edson C. Eastman, inventory and
tax books 37 94
Courier Printing Co., printing 39 65
C. S. Gray, bond sinking fund
commission 18 00
Edson C. Eastman, books and
supplies 21 75
Courier Printing Co., printing 4 00
E. H. Lane, making taxes 50 00
Courier Printing Co., printing 1 50
H. H. Corey, expense pros, liquor
agent 2 50
W. N. Heald, expense town clerk
and collector 147 26
E. B. Wallace, supplies and labor 1 50
F. E. Richardson, teams and auto 18 15
M. H. Allen, expense Woodsville 1 70
H. M. Eaton, expense Woodsville and
telephone 2 30
Harry Bingham, legal services 14 20
$2,425 02
Detail 2. Election and registration expenses:
Moderator, G. W. McGregor 20 00
Moderator, H. A. Edson 15 00
Supervisor, G. A. Tewksbury, chair-
man 85 00
Supervisor, A. W. Bingham 75 00
Supervisor, H. B. Albee 75 00
Supervisor, A. W. Bingham, extra
work 10 00
Ballot inspectors, H. M. Morse 20 00
F. A. Watson .20 00
BaUot clerks, L. I. Brown 20 00
O. W. Hunkins 20 00
Gatekeepers, E. J. Ellingwood 9 00
L. D. Hyde 9 00
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Expenses
:
Courier Printing Co., ballots and
printing 22 75
Edson C. Eastman, tally sheets 4 25
Courier Printing Co., stationery and
printing 25 00
Flora A. Bowles, treasurer, meals
election day 15 00
Courier Printing Co., printing 8 20
W. N. Heald, expense 59 72
Detail 3. Municipal Court Expenses:
Salaries
:
Judge, H. L. Heald $300 00
Probation officer, H. D. Stevens 25 00
Expenses, E. J. Cummings, legal
services 41 00
$ 512 92
$ 366 00
Detail 4. Care and Supplies for Town Building:
A. J. Barrett, insurance $ 68 00
H. M. Eaton, insurance 29 75
W. H. Mann, repairs roof 10 03
H. M. Eaton, insurance 29 75
B. H. Corning & Co., insurance 110 50
Littleton Coal Co., coal 238 31
I. F. Pennock & Son . 11 82
S. A. Frye, insurance 17 00
W. H. Mann, labor and supplies 4 15
Richards Decorating Co., decorating
building 25 00
W. H. Mann, labor and supphes 8 47
W. H. Mann, labor and supplies 2 20
W. H. Mann, labor and supplies 37 75
Bedell & Foss, painting 135 00
W. H. Mann, labor 2 10
Northern Coal Co., coal 301 67
Littleton Coal Co., coal 60 78
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Harrington & Co., paint and supplies 79 38
W. H. Mann, labor 5 05
F. M. Everest, treasurer, lights and
water
A. A. Pennock, labor
Littleton Hardware Co., supplies
W. H. Mann, labor
Richardson & Cameron Co.,
Littleton Hardware Co.
W. N. Heald, suppUes and paid labor 34 27
Geo. W. Smith, roof paint 3 75
W. F. Robins & Co., supplies 10 25
H. H. Corey, janitor 240 00
250 42
3 25
4 65
5 20
7 61
2 75
$ 1,738 86
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Detail 5. Police Department:
Joseph Derby, traffic officer, Ap-
thorp
H. S. Burnham, painting signs
G. H. Page, police special
W. C. Lewis, police
J. M. Wells, police
G. W. Smith, traffic officer
H. H. Corey, chief police
$ 932 47
Detail 6. Forest Fire Department:
H. H. Samson, fighting forest fires $ 19 90
Detail 8. Bounties.
F. E. Richardson, hedgehogs and
wildcat $10 00
HEALTH
Detail 10. Health Department.
Frank Rancour, labor $ 3 00
H. H. Corey, fumigating 3 00
$ 51 00
6 00
6 00
23 00
24 00
280 97
540 00
10 00
60
54 30
103 09
? 137 50
22
Frank Rancour, removing dead hog
from river 7 00
Emma J. Minard, quarantine at
Williamson house
F. E. Green, disinfectant
W. F. Robins & Co., supplies
W. O. Brown, labor and expense
W. O. Brown, salary health officer
Detail 11. Vital Statistics:
R. L. Giles, births and deaths, 1914
and 1915 $ 14 25
W. A. Bacon, marriage returns, 1915 1 50
J. H. LeRoy, marriage returns, 1916 5 25
J. M. Page, births and deaths, 1916 9 25
C. M. Sneden, births and deaths,
1916 18 75
W. N. Heald, recording and report-
ing 196 35
$ 318 49
$ 245 35
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Detail 12. State Aid Maintenance:
H. H. Samson $ 468 38
Detail 13. Trunk Line Maintenance:
H. H. Samson $ 798 30
Detail 14. Town Maintenance:
Earl Williams, repair washout and
bridge $ 4 00
H. C. Kinne, paid F. I. Parker, gravel 18 80
W. C. Lewis, snow rolling 18 75
G. H. Towne, labor 28 75
M. H. AUen, work on washout 8 00
E. L. Bemis, breaking roads 6 20
F. L. Blake, road machine blades 16 50
23
Traffic Sign Co., signs 10 20
Ira A. Marshall, snowing bridge,
1915-1916 8 00
F. A. Carpenter, snow rolling and
labor 50 18
I. C. Richardson, snow rolling 84 00
Alphonse Pageau, shoveling snow 10 50
John Tunney, bridge 50 00
I. F. Pennock & Son, labor foot
bridge 17 94
B. H. Knighton, cutting trees 6 50
I F. Pennock & Son, labor bridge 31 83
E. L. Hudson, repairing South Lit-
tleton bridge
Buffalo Steam Roller Co., repairs
F. L. Blake, road machine
Henry Markley, shoveling snow
F. A. Dodge, lumber
I. F. Pennock & Son, labor on bridge 7 40
C. F. Harris & Co., repairs
F. M. Richardson, lumber
Littleton Hardware Co., supplies
C. J. Brinn, shoveling snow
R. B. Astle, labor on bridge
Edson & Kinne, supplies
J. M. Wells, shoveling snow
H. M. Eaton, freight on culverts
Isaiah Moore, agent
E. L. Howland, agent
Detail 15. Street Lighting:
F. M. Everest, treasurer
Detail 16. General Expense:
E. L. Bemis, water trough, 1915
and 1916 $ 6 00
E. O. Fogg, water trough, 1911 and
1916 18 00
10 95
i 12 00
144 90
1 00
127 35
33 15
5 34
30 82
11 00
75
11 66 1
8 00
3 26
1,889 00
2,000 00
$4,666 73
$2,077 33
24
H. B. Albee, water trough, 1915 and
1916
F. M. Everest, treasurer, water
troughs, 1916
Rent of shed at Apthorp
F A. Thorn, water trough, 1915
and 1916
C. J. Brinn, water trough, 1916
Z. Lavoie, water trough, 1915 and
1916
C. W. Woods, water trough, 1914
and 1916
C. E. Carpenter, water trough, 1916
M. H. & H. E. Richardson, water
trough, 1915 and 1916
J. R. Smith, water trough, 1916
C. L. Ide, lumber and labor, 1913
and 1914
6 00
53 33
25 00
6 00
3 00
6 00
9 00
>1 3 00
6 00
3 00
4 40
$148 73
EDUCATION
Detail 17. Libraries:
J. J. Harrington, treasurer $1,700 00
CHARITIES
Detail 18. Town Poor:
Lizzie Foster $152 15
Mrs. M. Page 153 50
Frank Chamberlin 178 50
Oliver Ainsworth 9 75
Mrs. Ben Streeter 130 10
Charles Little 186 22
Arthur Charity 38 25
E. J. Young 2 00
W. J. Moore 33 40
Mrs. John Bean 99 00
Louis Champagne 8 50
25
F. E. Johnson 8 90
Levi Vigue 10 00
Frank Marsh 16 66
<fi1 02fi 93«P -L,V^U
Detail 19. County Poor:
Mrs. Henry Charity $307 06
Mrs. J. Brusso 42 05
Henry Golden 34 50
Gilbert House 52 00
Harry Liberty 66 56
Robert JDow 168 90
Mrs. P.Lenway 61 44
Mrs. P. Dion 14 24
Hugh GilHs 12 00
Ed. Cadarette 31 00
Jos. Bourassa 8 00
Fred Morrison 15 00
Lottie Aiger 44 88
Perley Ainsworth 3 00
Henry Perron 37 84
Napoleon John 76 50
Joseph Dion 42 00
Arthur Conrad 56 20
Ben Berry 13 87
F. L. Jervah 133 37
George King 10 75
W. W. Thompson 8 25
Perley Mossey 7 00
Mrs. C. A. Whitehead 5 46
Mrs. Mary Liberty 21 75
Medric Wells 5 00
EUab Lynde 45 00
A. B. Pike 13 23
W. L. Chandler 54 10
William DeLong 64 29
Mrs. D. C. Fales 48 00
Ned Hardy 7 43
26
Arthur Charity 43 00
Moses Sawyer 39 91
Albert Heath 44 45
Mrs. Thomas Drohen 2 99
E. L. Bemis 2 01
$1,655 53
Dependent soldiers and families:
Mrs. George Place $ 6 00
Mrs. Mary Emery 61 50
C. D. Knapp 156 32
$ 223 82
$1,879 35
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Detail 20. Memorial Day and other
Celebrations:
George W. Cleasby, G. A. R. appro-
priation $100 00
W. N. Heald, treasurer, Old Home
Day appropriation 100 00
$200 00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES
Detail 23. Water and Light Department:
Maintenance as per report $22,081 77
Detail 25. Cemeteries:
F. H. Merrill, care Meadow ceme-
tery $ 8 00
H. E. Dodge, mowing PattenviUe
cemetery 10 00
M. D. Richardson, labor. West Lit-
tleton cemetery 4 00
G. O. Carpenter, labor. North Little-
ton cemetery 7 00
: $ 29 00
27
Detail 26. Hospital
F. M. Everest, treasurer, lights and
water $130 00
W. N. Heald, treasurer, appro-
priation 300 00
$430 00
Detail 261/2- Abatements:
A. E. Strain, J. Bean, taxes adver-
tised by mistake $ 33 35
INTEREST
Detail 27. Temporary Loans in anticipation of taxes:
Littleton Savings Bank $888 47
Detail 28. Paid on long term notes:
Littleton National Bank $ 55 38
Detail 29. Paid on Bonded Debt:
Coupons, Town bonds $2,047 50
Coupons, Water and Light bonds 6,921 25
$8,968 75
NEW CONSTRUCTION AND PERMANENT
IMPROVEMENTS
Detail 31. Highways and Bridges—State Aid Con-
struction:
H. M. Eaton, agent $4,116 58
Detail 33. Highways and Bridges—Town Construc-
tion:
F. A. Dodge, lumber $51 84
Luther Richardson, stone 3 00
W. I. Richardson,surveying Bishop
street 8 00
A. H. Dunn, labor, Bishop street 195 35
G. W. Cleasby, grade. Bishop street 4 10
N. E. Metal Co., culverts 87 94
E. L. Rowland, agent 750 00
$1,100 23
28
INDEBTEDNESS
Detail 38. Payments on temporary loans in antici-
pation of taxes:
Littleton Savings Bank $ 28,500 00
$28,500 00
Detail 39. Payments on long term notes:
Littleton National Bank $ 1,346 78
$1,346 78
Detail 41. Payments to sinking fund:
J. H. Bailey, town account 4,000 00
J. H. Bailey, Water and light
account 5,000 00
• $9,000 00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL
DIVISIONS
Detail 42. Taxes paid to State $ 6,045 00
Detail 43. Taxes paid to County 4,409 28
Detail 44. Payments to village
district 21,185.06
Detail 45. Payments to Union school
district 33,981 60
$65,620 94
Respectfully submitted,
F. E. Green, Treasurer,
H. M. Eaton,
F. E. Richardson,
M. H. Allen,
Selectmen
Examined and found correct.
ANDREW W. BINGHAM, Auditor.
Annual Report of the Officers
OF THE
LITTLETON VILLAGE DISTRICT
FOK THE
Year Ending February 15. 1917
OFFICERS
COMMISSIONERS
William H. Shea Term expires 1917
Fred A. Dodge Term expires 1918
Albert E. Strain Term expires 1919
ENGINEERS OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
Joseph O. Mozrall Chief Engineer
Verne G. West First Assistant
Seymour J. Noyes Second Assistant
Charles E. MozraU Third Assistant
CLERK
Walter N. Heald
30
Littleton Village District BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash in hands of village treasurer $ 61 29
Sinking funds reserved for payment
of debt:
Littleton Village District Bonds
31/2 p. c. 1926 4,000 00
Littleton Village District Bonds
4 p. c. 1931 2,500 00
Town of Littleton Bonds 31/2
1927 2,000 00
Town of Littleton Bonds 3^2 P- c.
1933 12,000 00
Littleton Savings Bank 7,103 36
27,603 36
$27,664 65
Excess of liabilites over assets
(net debt) 46,240 9S
Grand total 73,905 63
31
SHEET February 15, 1917
LIABILITIES
Notes outstanding:
Littleton Savings Bank $ 3,100 00
Littleton National Bank 2,500 00
$5,600 00
Bonds outstanding: .
Village District 31/2 p. c. 55,000 00
ViUage District 4 p. c. 13,000 00
Interest on same 305 63
68,305 63
Total liabilities 73,905 63
Grand total 73,905 63
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Uniform
Littleton Village District RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand at beginning of
year $ 408 85
Village District appropriations 11,550 00
Village proportion of highway
money 9,635 06
Abutters proportion of sidewalk
re-surfacing
:
A. J. Richardson 2 10
H. F. Green 10 66
E. B. Wallace 17 06
G. H. Tilton 15 00
Bond & Edson 155 36
H. F. Green 4 95
Stella B. Farr 8 90
D. C. Remich 54 80
F. E. Green 13 33
E. E. Bishop, truck body 25 00
Romeo Dubey, expense fire fight,-
ing 23 00
Leslie Fish, chemicals 1 00
Elwin Wells, account of fence
damage 5 00
Moses Levethan, old iron 7 25
Sundry individuals, grass and clean-
ing sewers 10 40
Grand total — $21,947 72
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Classification
PAYMENTS For year ending Feb. 15, 1917
PAYMENTS
1. Officers' salaries and expen-
ses $ 527 22
2. Night watch 733 50
3. Fire department 1,822 69
4. Highways 6,638 08
5. Sewers 1,702 02
6. Sidewalks 940 38
7. Interest 2,855 00
8. Miscellaneous 2,608 38
9. Sinking fund 2,550 00
10. Indebtedness 1,509 16
Cash on hand at end of year 61 29
$21,947 72
Grand total $21,947 72
Detail Statement of Payments
Detail 1. Officers' salaries and expenses:
Salaries
:
Traffic officer, 2 months $ 130 00
Commissioner, Albert E. Strain 250 00
Commissioner, William H. Shea 50 00
Commissioner, Fred A. Dodge 50 00
Expenses:
W. N. Heald, services as clerk 8 00
B. H. Corning, treasurer's bond 15 00
R. P. Childs Stamp Co., stamp and
pad 1 74
E. .C. Eastman & Co., supplies 16 10
E. B. Wallace, letter file 1 00
W. N. Heald, postage, telephone, etc. 5 38
Detail 2. Night watch:
Salaries
Albert Jordan $ 728 00
Expenses:
Eco Magneto Clock Co., dials 5 50
Detail 3. Fire department:
Salaries
:
Regular firemen $1,104 U2
Extra men Odd Fellows blk. firfe 84 00
Expenses:
Mathieson Alkali Works, soda $ 4 48
E. & M. R. R., freight 60
527 22
$733 50
26 55
1 85
10 00
5 00
2 61
1 53
15 00
146 25
4 98
15 72
4 35
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•
A. A. Pennock, fuses and repairs 85
C. E. Keyes, photos of chemical 2 25
Downing's Garage, repairs on truck
and suppHes 52 50
Moore's Garage, supphes for
truck
A. N. Farr, lumber
Herbert Gannett, respirators
H. S. Burnham, painting sign
Coos Telephone Co., copper wire
B. & M. R. R., freight
C. S. Gray, storage of chemical
Gamewell Fire Alarm Tel. Co.
vitroil and coppers
J. D. Moore, cross chains
A. A. Pennock, wire and lamps
G. W. Smith, globes, etc.
F. E. Green, treasurer, rent of fire
department 300 00
F. J. Benoit, lunches, Odd Fellows
block fire
Bert Tuttle, mittens for above
L. S. Strong, mittens for above
Detail 4. Highways:
Labor and teams
Stone
Re-filling broom
B. & M. R. R., freight
Gravel
A. F. Hill, veterinary services 1914,
1915, 1916. 32 15
F. E. Green, treasurer % road
machine 69 90
Frank Strong, steam roller repairs 9 85
Littleton Coal Co., coal and coke 46 27
L. S. Strong, sundries 12 30
23 85
8 00
v^e 7 70
$1,822 69
$ 2,327 50
125 00
60 00
11 02
13 80
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Littleton Garage & Machine Co.,
gas and repairs on thawing
machine 2 58
J. L. Gray, cementing 2 00
S. D. Tilton, concrete resurfacing 3,101 20
W. I. Richardson, surveying 4 00
Standard Oil Co., road oil 820 51
Detail 5. Sewers:
Labor maintenance $ 128 15
W. H. Sulham, brick 1 04
C. F. Bingham, brick 3 00
Matthew Ennis, brick 17 28
A. W. Bean, brick 30 15
O. V. Hooker & Son, manholes
covers, grates and rings 95 80
A, H. Dunn, Clay street sewer 283 00
A. H. Dunn, Maple street sewer 234 50
A. H. Dunn, sundry sewers 21 00
A. H. Dunn, Highland avenue
sewer 82 00
Littleton Hardware, akron pipe 316 66
Richardson & Cameron, sewer pipe 205 34
B. & M. R. R., sewer pipe privilege 5 00
B. &M. R. R., freight 25
Charles Bolduc, Mitchell school
septic tank 205 50
Charles Bolduc, labor on septic
tank
D. M. Teft, services septic tank
J. L. Gray, catch basins
Moses Levethan, iron pipe
Arthur Foss, trucking
Ray T. Gile, surveying sewer eleva-
tions
$6,638 08
11 60
3 00
15 25
16 00
1 00
1 /"vwrr^ t
21 60
$1,702 02
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Detail 6. Sidewalks:
Labor maintenance 226 00
J. L. Gray, raising curb 3 00
Elmore Whipple, construction 597 19
Elmore Whipple, cement 11 50
W.. H. Mann, fence repairs 82 19
Fred Cheney, painting fence 5 50
W. B. Hurd, sand 15 00
Detail 7. Interest:
Coupons $ 2,550 00
Interest on outstanding notes 305 00
Detail 8. Miscellaneous
Richardson & Caaneron, sundries $38 25
W. W. Thompson, cleaning dump 1 75
C. F. Harris & Co., sundries 23 30
J. L. Gray, setting water trough 29 13
Littleton Hardware Co., sundries 150 69
G. W. Smith, sundries 11 91
F. A. Dodge, lumber, etc. 106 84
J. M. WeUs, shoeing and sharpening 32 05
I. C. Richardson, hay 5 70
G. H. Merrill, repairs 5 50
C. F. Harris, sharpening, etc. 16 90
F. M. Richardson, sundries 18 50
Downing's Garage, gas, etc. 8 05
A. N. Farr, storm sash 1 20
F. M. Everest, treasurer, hydrants and
Ughts 1,942 70
A. E. Strain, freight, telephone, record-
ing book 4 45
F^dson & Kinne, feed and cement 211 46
$940 38
$2,855 00
$2,608 38
Detail 9. Sinking Fund:
J. H. Bailey, treasurer, sinking fund $2,550 00
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Detail 10. Indebtedness:
Littleton Savings Bank, note and interest 1,509 IG
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM H. SHEA,
FRED A. DODGE,
ALBERT E. STRAIN,
Littleton Village Commissioners.
Examined and found correct,
ANDREW W. BINGHAM, Auditor,
February 19, 1917.
FIREMEN FOR 1917
J. O. MozraU Chief
V. G. West First Assistant
Seymour Noyes Second Assistant
C. E. MozraU Third Assistant
G. W. Smith Treasurer
G. H. Brusseau W. F. AUard
Dan McDonald O. K. Owens
G. H. Eaton Xenophen Stevens
Ray Foss Frank Strong
W. A. George B . W. Revoir
W. J. Goode W. F. Stanley
J. J. Goode R. E. McKeene
J. F. Kelly Charles Colby
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CHIEF ENGINEER'S REPORT
To the Honorable Board of Commissioners of the
Littleton Fire District:
Gentlemen: For the year ending January 31, 1917,
there have been 13 bell alarms and 43 still alarms,
causing damage to property of $28,625 and a cost to
the precinct of $500.00. The cause of alarms have
been 42 chimney fires and one brush fire.
BELL ALARMS
Feb. 20—Box 46, 3.30 a. m. Odd P^ellov/s block,
Main street. Damage, $20,000.
April 29—Brush fire. Pest house.
June 12—Box 47, 11.45 p. m. Miss McCarthy's
house. Meadow street. Damage $75.00.
June 25—Box 33, 1.50 a. m. Opera block fruit
store. Damage $1,000.
July 10—Box 44, 3 a. m. Premier theatre. Dam-
age, $1,000.
July 17—Box 44, 5.30 p. m. I. C. Richardson
Garage. Damage $50.00
July 21—Box 37, 5.45 p. m. Charles Sidney's house.
No damage.
August 24—Box 46, 7. 30 p. m. George W. Smith,
Saranac street. No damage.
August 27—Box 33, 4. 30 a. m. Mrs. George English
Harris, farm. Damage, $2,500
September 5—Box 54, 3.30 a. m. Grange hall.
Damage, $1,500
September 8—Box 38, 2. 30 p. m. Pike Manufactu-
ring Co. Damage $500.00
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STILL ALARMS
February 2—7.00 a. m. Chimney fire, Tilton block.
No damage.
February 3—12.30 a. m. Mrs. Bean, Pleasant street.
No damage.
February 8—7.15 a. m. Mr. Hudson, Union street.
No damage.
February 10—6.00 p. m. Northern hotel. No dam-
age.
February 11— 10.30 p. m. Remich block. Green
street. No damage.
February 14—5.30 a. m. Remich block, Green
street. No damage.
February 15—12.30 noon. Eastman block. Main
street. No damage.
February 15. 2 p.m. Eastman block, Main street.
No damage.
February 16—6.20 a.m. Main street. No damage.
February 16—10. a. m. Thayer's hotel. No damage.
February 21—10 p. m. Henry Foss, Pine street.
No damage.
February 27—9.30 p. m. Hosea Belware, Meadow
street. No damage.
February 28—10.15 p. m. Henry Lewis house. No
damage.
March 5—11 a. m. A. Knapp, Apthorp. No dam-
age.
March 12— 11 a. m. Dr. Young, Maple street. No
damage.
March 17—8. 25. Mrs. Morrison's, South street.
No damage.
March 31—7. 05 a. m. G. H. Eaton, Union street.
No damage.
March 31—9.15 a. m. Joe White, Saranac street.
No damage.
April 3—Powell house. Pleasant street. No dam-
age.
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April 6—6.30 p. ni. Calhoun block, Main street.
No damage.
May 11—3.30 p. m. D. C. Remich, Green street. No
damage.
May 12—5 p. m. E. H. Gould house.
June 1—10 p. m. G. W. Smith block. No damage.
July 11—10.30 p. m. Brush fire, park. No damage.
August 1—12.05 p. m. Apthorp. No damage.
August 4— 1. 30 p. m. Harrington block. No
damage.
September 24—Apthorp. No damage.
October 5—9.30 a. m. Gale house. No damage.
October 14, 12.55 p. m. South street. No damage.
October 17—12.15 p. m. Fairbanks, Union street.
No damage.
October 17—12.15 p. m. Porter house, Apthorp.
No damage.
November 11—p. m. Wells house. Union street. No
damage.
November 15—3.15 p.m. River street. No damage.
November 18—9 a. m. Arthur Ricard, Chiswick
avenue. No damage.
November 26—5. p. m. Chutter block. Pleasant
street. No damage.
December 4—7.30 a. m. G. W. Smith, Mill street.
No damage.
December 9—2.45 p. m. Apthorp. No damage.
December 20—10 p. m. Will Gushing, South street.
No damage.
December 23—7. a. m. South street. No damage.
December 26—8.45 p. m. Bronson street. No
damage.
January 19—4.45 p. m. Chiswick avenue. No dam-
age.
January 26—1. 30 p. m. Spooner house. Grove
street. No damage.
January 31—Chimney fire. No damage.
Water and Light Department
Report of Fremont M. Everest, Treasurer Littleton
Water and Light Department, from January
1, 1916, to January 1, 1917.
Cash on liand January 1, 1916 $4,952 96
RECEIPTS
Hydrant rental . $ 1,720 00
Public electric Ughts 2,077 33
Private water rates 12,098 79
Private water meters 280 40
Private electric rates 662 53
Private electric meters 15,222 67
Total regular receipts 32,061 72
Special receipts
Old dynamos and pipe $ 1,050 00
Motors 988 03
Power for crushing stone 150 00
Miscellaneous receipts 436 30
$34,686 05
Total receipts $39,639 01
DISBURSEMENTS
Office salaries $ 1,750 98
Wages and maintenance 4,337 25
43
Fuel 1,197 42
Stationery 170 77
Telephone 30 45
Insurance 631 14
Office rent 200 00
Miscellaneous office expense 144 73
(a) Repair water 129 32
(b) Repair electric
laintenance
1,438 84
Total n 10,030 90
(c) Construction water $ 479 61
(d) Construction electric 9,936 01
Lamps 785 25
Interest coupons on $200,000.00 6,921 25
Interest on $15,000.00 borrowed of
Town of Littleton 31/2 per cent 525 00
Sinking fund 5,000 00
Commissioners 300 00
Bethlehem tax 25 00
$ 34,003 02
Cash on hand January 1, 1917 5,635 99
Total maintenance
(a) REPAIR WATER
St. Claire & Stahl
Painting hydrants
Teams to intake
Stone lifter
Hose
Dry batteries
Rebate on water
Trucking
Miscellaneous
$39,639 01
$ 25 00
15 46
28 50
18 00
6 00
3 15
20 08
3 90
9 23
$129 32
44
(b) REPAIII ELECTRIC
Fuses and fuse wire $ 54 90
Lumber 60 61
Oil 23 40
Painting poles 14 59
Charts 3 55
Packing 10 11
Cement 1 75
Bedell, glass and setting 3 70
Waste 15 47
Dynamite 84 23
Rope 2 81
Gears for water wheel 6 00
Wire connectors 3 03
Tools 14 16
Tape and solder 4 05
Break arms 4 59
Carbon brushes 2 50
Station supplies 2 50
Windows 1 35
Street lamps 336 18
Painting office 12 66
Miscellaneous 75 77
Decorating 15 00
Auto truck 550 00
Gas 69 75
Repair and sundries 31 74
Rent of garage 16 00
$667 49
Freight 10 54
Dry batteries 2 70
Teams
-
5 20
$1,438 84
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(c) CONSTRUCTION WATER
Extension water pipe on Hill street, 265 feet
6 inch pipe
Extension water on Pleasant street, 400
feet 2% inch pipe
Labor
Pipe valves and lead
Hydrant
Freight
Teams
153 41
274 15
23 15
10 00
18 90
$479 61
(d) CONSTRUCTION ELECTRIC
Dynamos $ 3,883 00
Fittings and cable 141 13
Labor 161 61
Freight 94 82
Teaming 8 75
Total dynamo expense 4,289 31
Meters
Motors
Wire
Freight
Transformers
Insulators
Cross arms and braces
Lightening arresters
Brackets
Street fixtures
Arms
Bolts
Pins
G. E. Primary cutouts
Wood brackets
1,520 43
1,716 89
740 18
66 34
727 50
39 64
91 98
47 52
98 89
77 72
147 89
64 92
18 60
43 80
4 50
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Tree insulators
Guyclamps
Wire connectors
Desk fans
Guy wire
Tape
Solder wire
Wood screen
Electric stove
Pipes and caps
Tools
Trucking
Express
Miscellaneous
BILLS PAYABLE
Private light account 65 41
BILLS RECEIVABLE
Interest coupons outstanding $ 78 75
Amount due Town of Littleton 15,000 00
Water and light, 31/2 p. c. bonds 200,000 00
Interest on 31/2 p. c. bonds from October i,
1916, to January 1, 1917. 1,750 00
12 77
5 39
8 27
47 20
10 50
12 50
5 75
12 05
6 83
3 84
4 84
43 75
13 08
53 13
$9,936 01
$ 216,828 75
Less sinking fund 73,754 71
Total $143,074 04
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Report of H. D. Stevens, Bert Tuttle, C. M. Lane,
Commissioners of Littleton Water and
Light Department.
SINKING FUND
32 Town of Littleton Water and Light bonds
$1,000.00 31/2 p. c $ 32,000 00
34 Town of Littleton Water and Light bonds
$500.00 31/2 p. c. 17,000 00
9 Town of Littleton, Village District bonds
$1,000.00 31/2 p. c. 9,000 00
9 Town of Littleton Funding bonds
$1,000.00 31/2 p. c. 9,000 00
3 New York City bonds$l,000.00 4 p. c. 3,000.00
5 Town of Littleton Union school District
bonds $500,00 4 p. c. 2,500 00
$72;500""00
Deposit in Littleton Savings Bank 1,254 71
Total sinking fund $73,754 71
Number of water consumers, January 1,1916 663
Number of water consumers, January 1, 1917 689
Gain ll
Number of light consumers, January 1, 1916 591
Number of light consumers, January 1, 1917 689
Gain 98
This is to certify that I have this day examined the
foregoing account of Fremont M. Everest, Treasurer
of the Water and Light Department of the Town of
Littleton for the year ending December 31, 1916, and
found them correct and properly vouched and that
there is in his hands as treasurer, the sum of $5,635.99.
Signed,
ANDREW W. BINGHAM, Auditor.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Union School District
OF
LITTLETON, N. H.
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR ENDING
December 31, \9\6
With recommendations and all facts concerning: School
matters*
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BOARD OF EDUCATION, 1916-1917
George Houle Term Expires 1917
Harold A. Edson Term expires 1918
Charles E. Magoon Term Expires 1918
Perley J. Robinson Term Expires 1919
ORGANIZATION
Chairman Clerk
H. A. Edson P. J. Robinson
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND
TRANSPORTATION
C. E. Magoon George Houle P. J. Robinson
COMMITTEE ON TEACHERS, BOOKS, SUPPLIES
H. A. Edson George Houle
COMMITTEE ON REPAIRS
H. A. Edson C. E. Magoon
George Houle P. J. Robinson
MODERATOR CLERK
F. M. Richardson Walter N. Heald
TREASURER AUDITOR
Chester S. Gray Harry D. Green
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Of the Union School District for the Year Ending
December 31, 1916.
REVENUE RECEIPTS
January 1, 1916, balance on hand
Received on account of 1915 tuition
Received on account of 1916 tuition
Received for rent of Farr Hill School House
Received sales, manual training and domestic
science
Received sales of supplies, books, etc.
Received of Ladies' Aid, for painting, N. Little-
ton
Received from State literary fund
Received from State School Fund
Received on account of 1915 dog tax
Received on account of 1916 dog tax
Received of F. E. Green, tr., 1916
appropriation
$ 870 13
322 50
786 00
ise 9 00
pLIC
12 71
35 42
LLLie
6 00
653 43
831 25
21 92
300 00
32,175 00
$36,023 36
Detail Statement of Payments
Detail 1. Administration.
Salaries: Superintendent, Officers, Census Enumera-
tion. Office expenses.
Litigation
:
D. F. Carpenter, superintendent $ 816 68
Guy E. Speare, superintendent 692 72
Harry D. Green, auditor 5 00
Chester S. Gray, treasurer 75 00
George Houle, truant officer 50 00
James H. Regan, census enumeration 40 00
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Ruth Blakeslee, office assistant
Neostyle Company
Eli B. Wallace, office supplies
C. E. Magoon, convention expenses
Walter N. Heald
W. M. Silsby, stamp
D. F. Carpenter, postage
D. F. Carpenter, transport
Guy E. Speare, postage
E. L. Hammett Co., supplies
Courtis Standard Tests, supplies
Courier Printing Co., supplies
W. H. Slaters, supplies
American Express Company
Harry L. Heald, legal
114 00
9 35
46 50
11 65
1 50
35
10 52
22 50
13 78
3 10
1 09
25 25
7 50
44
3 00
$1,949 93
Detail 2. Instruction.
TEACHERS' SALARIES
Guy E. Speare
Stephen A. Doody
Roy W. Gilmore
Dorothy Fairbanks
Pearl K. Gibbs
May L. Foster
Margaret L. Files
Daisy L. Bronson
Bessie Bobbins
Bernice Pickard
Catherine Sherman
Mary S. Cornwell
Maude Pickering
Carmen Delano
Cecil T. Beecher
Blanche M. Royal
Bessie M. Edson
$ 1,020 00
1,165 00
420 00
450 00
770 00
700 00
516 00
522 00
570 00
520 00
402 00
288 00
270 00
118 00
152 67
152 67
480 00
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Mrs. Emma M. Hutchinson 480 00
Ada L. Murray 173 00
Esther Peabody 123 25
Bessie M. Edson 480 00
Helen McCaffrey, 180 00
AHce Fiske 528 00
Annie T. Carpenter 26 00
Anna J. Hogan 402 00
Lois M. Elhngwood 27 00
Georgianna Houle 444 00
Nettie E. Leach 282 00
Violet B. Naas 288 00
Bernice M. Morrill 216 00
June A. Scott 452 00
Gertrude L. Pearson Morris 372 00
Mildred Cleveland 439 20
Anne R. O'Keefe 300 00
Dorothy G. Cutwater 360 00
Minerva Whitcomb 300 00
Agnes M. Lancaster 120 00
Leila Dyke 120 00
Mildred Berman 317 00
Edith M. Richardson 14 00
Mary Davidson 2 00
Helen E. Hearsey 260 00
Marion G. Evans 240 00
Britomarte Somers 260 00
Florence T. Eastman 192 00
Fannie Pettingill 192 00
Kenis Haskell 192 00
Isabelle Cogswell 172 80
Ruth C. Harris 168 00
Elizabeth L. Desmond 192 00
Mabel V. Ladd 192 00
Maud Allard 69 00
Hattie Q. Bingham, music 194 00
Hattie E. Richardson, music 374 40
$17,582 99
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TEXT BOOKS
The MacMillan Company $ 17 72
Charles E. Merrill Company 21 33
Houghton Mifflin Company 17 48
Scott Foresman Co. 27 14
AHyn & Bacon 19 46
D. C. Heath & Co. 51 55
E. E. Babb & Co. 28 82
American Book Co. 34 61
Rand, McNaUy Co. 12 25
Longmans Green Co. 1 98
Ginn & Co. 124 92
Little, Brown & Co. 3 31
Rumford Press 2 10
Silver Burdette Co. 41 37
Charles Scribner Sons 26 78
D. Appleton & Co. 67
Benj. H. Sanborn Co. 2 58
The University of Chicago Press 2 26
Gregg Publishing Co. 4 40
F. A. Owen Pubhshing Co. 4 90
SUPPLIES
R. C. Barnett $ 30 97
A. A. Pennock 32
J. C. L. Hammett Co. 215 63
D. C. Heath Co. 3 84
E. E. Babb Co. 279 60
Milton Bradley Co. 141 31
W. F. Robins & Co. 7 20
L. E. Knott 16 90
A. N. Farr & Co. 19 99
L. D. Nihan 3 58
L. C. Smith & Bros. 14 00
Ginn & Co. 3 13
Richardson & Cameron Co. 27 27
$445 63
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H. S. Peabody 4 42
John B. Varick Co. 4 05
S. A, Courtis 4 31
W. C. Sherburne 1 35
Magoon Grocery Co. 32 05
,
Guy E. Speare 3 24
DowUng School Supply Co. 76 19
Littleton Hardware Co. 8 00
Parker Young Co. 113 40
$1,010 75
APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT
L. E. Kott Apparatus Co. 156 95
John C. Detna 4 73
James C. MacLeod 1 25
Scott E. Russell 23 85
E. E. Babb&Co. 2 60
Richardson & Cameron Co. 2 30
W. F. Robins & Co. 2 85
Edson & Kinne 1 78
Cambridge Botanical Supply Co. 32 95
$229 26
MISCELLANEOUS
F. A. Noyes, transportation of
teachers $ 20 50
Senior class gift, Class of 1916 20 00
$40 50
Total Detail 2. $19,309 13
Detail 3. Operation.
JANITOR'S SALARIES, FUEL, WATER AND LIGHT,
TELEPHONES, JANITOR'S SUPPLIES
AND MISCELLANEOUS
George Houle, janitor $ 750 00
A. T. Page, janitor 396 00
Charles Stevens, janitor 198 00
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Horace F. Kinne, janitor
Clyde Carbee, janitor
S. H. Mann, janitor
Ernest Bagley, janitor
Mrs. Myron Ash
Littleton Coal Co., coal
Northern Coal Co., coal
C. J. Brinn, wood
E. H. Richey, wood
Richardson & Cameron Co., wood
H. Hampson, wood
Richard T. Eastman, wood
George W. Peavey, wood
O. E. Berry, wood
Robert Eager, wood
A. J. Orr, wood
E. H. Bilodeau, wood
F. A. Dodge, wood
Charles Vigue, moving wood
D. G. Cutwater, moving wood
S. H. Mann, moving wood
A. L. Bagley, moving wood
D. F. Carpenter, moving wood
A. T. Page, moving wood
William Houle, sawing wood
F. E. Richardson,
*F. M. Everest, treasurer, light
*'F. M. Everest, treasurer, water
Coos Telephone Co., service
G. H. Merrill, janitor's suppUes
Pioneer Mfg. Co., floor spray
Orient Spray Co., floor spray
R. C. Barnett, freight and trucking
Richardson & Cameron Co., supplies
Filmore & Slade, Supplies
L. D. Nihan, supplies
Magoon Grocery Co., supplies
36 00
54 00
48 50
14 00
1 00
1,607 67
562 31
30 00
3 50
35 75
3 25
6 00
17 50
6 00
39 95
4 00
5 50
26 60
2 75
2 50
1 50
2 50
2 75
6 00
1 50
2 00
62 75
150 00
45 74
5 45
38 35
3 88
4 11
13 17
4 15
2 85
33 59
5 33
13 25
4 50
8 78
9 00
75
2 00
4 38
6 00
3 00
2 50
$4,290 46
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W. W. Thompson, trucking
Littleton Hardware Co., supplies
Dustbane Manufacturing Co.,
Dowling School Supply Co., toilet paper
E. E. Babb & Co., thermometers and water
coolers
Mrs. Myron Ash, cleaning
Robert Eager, cleaning
A. T. Page, cleaning
Mrs. Frank Kinne, cleaning
Mrs. Leander Dodge, cleaning
S. H. Mann, cleaning
* Includes unpaid balance 1915 account.
Detail 4. Maintenance.
REPAIRS AND INSURANCE
Wilham Defossie, labor Manns Hill School $ 5 00
C. J. Brinn, labor, Manns Hill School 3 00
F. E. Richardson, hauling sand 9 00
Ray Whitcomb, labor, Apthorp school 1 25
John Lytle, labor, Apthorp school 11 15
Mike Viette, labor, Apthorp school 1 25
Richardson & Cameron Co., repairs 92 84
F. M. Richardson, labor 8 32
Myott & Crane, labor 10 13
Ed. Hanlon, labor 85 97
Littleton Hardware Co., repairs 6 84
Clarence Chandler, labor 7 00
E. L. Caderette, labor 4 00
Nelson Defossie, labor 4 00
Hosea Belware, labor 15 00
Charles William Stores, wall paper 1 50
George Drouse, painting 33 00
Harrington & Co., paint 46 55
Peter Yette, painting 15 17
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W. S. Coffran, labor
George W. Smith, repairs
G. H. Merrill, repairs
Charles Stevens, repairs
Pike Manufacturing Co., repairs
F. M. Everest, treasurer, lamps
Charles Vigue, trucking
R. C. Barnett, trucking
W. M. Gushing, labor and stock
Remington Typewriter Co., repairs
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins,
Harry Page Johnson, repair clock
H. S. Peabody,
Richardson & Cameron Co., supplies
Sears Roebuck & Co., blackboards
F. A. Dodge, lumber
Myott & Crane, lumber
Chester S. Gray, insurance and bond
H. M. Eaton, insurance
A. J. Barrett, insurance
B. H. Corning & Co.,
OUTLAYS
$ 5 00
90
4 00
8 50
80
6 60
1 00
5 53
14 81
4 00
21 28
3 00
12 23
70 46
30 45
22 21
8 30
31 00
63 75
235 87
51 00
$961 66
S. M. Steere, land damages $ 12 00
R. T. Gile, surveying above 2 00
Horace Albee, land 25 00
William I. Richardson, survey 6 00
Richardson & Cameron Co., 3 81
Littleton Lumber Co. 28 48
Carroll Lewis, labor 36 00
Clarence Chandler, labor 7 50
Charles Bolduc, labor 502 00
Austin Bagley, labor 6 00
Henry Lehoux, labor • 9 68
Frank Richardson, lumber 53 89
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George Drouse, labor
James Neil, labor
A. J. Orr, labor
Littleton Hardware Co.
L. D. Nihan, labor
P. R. Gould, labor
Ed. Hanlon, labor
A. N. Farr & Co.,
R. T. Gile
George W. Smith
F. A. Williams
William Gushing
H. D. Albee
Hosea Belware
Myott & Crane
Edson & Kinne
C. R. Whitcher, plans
23 50
19 00
9 50
1,303 22
3 50
22 00
3 00
9 59
4 20
16 78
1 10
38 46
3 96
9 50
1,046 85
47 21
75 00
$3,328 73
Detail 5. Auxiliary Agencies;
TRANSPORTATION
Howard Eaton $ 325 85
Warren Lovejoy 284 80
Maud Elkins 170 00
C. J. Brinn 130 00
Mrs. Myron Ash 182 00
Abe Shackway 158 80
Mrs. A. Chandronnait 67 20
E. O. Baker 74 10
John W. Farr 122 60
Mrs. Eugene Santy 50 00
MEDICAL INSPECTION
A. T. Downing, M. D. 185 00
1,750 35
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Detail 6,
DEBT
Bonds, sinking fund $ 1,250 00
Interest, coupons on bonds 1,000 00
$2,250 00
SUMMARY
Cash on hand and received from all
sources $36,023 00
Paid as follows:
1. Administration $ 1,949 93
2. Instruction 19,309 13
3. Operation 4,290 56
4. Maintenance 961 66
5. Outlays 3,328 73
6. Auxiliary agencies 1,750 35
7. Debt 2,250 00
Balance on hand, January 1, 1917 2,183 00
$36,023 36
ASSETS, JANUARY 1, 1917.
Cash on hand $ 2,183 00
Sinking fund 1,250 00
$3,433 00
LIABILITIES
Bond issue $ 25,000 00
Balance due sinking fund 425 00
Total liability 25,425 00
Less total assets 3,433 00
Net indebtedness including bond issue $21,992 00
This is to certify that I have this day examined the
foregoing accounts of Chester S. Gray, treasurer of
Union School District, and find them correct and
properly vouched, and that there is in his hands the
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sum of two thousand one hundred eighty-three
($2,183) dollars on January 1, 1917.
Dated at Littleton, N. H. this first day of January,
1917.
ANDREW W. BINGHAM, Auditor.
Estimate of Money to be Raised for 1917
Administration
Superintendent's, officers, office
expenses $ 2,100 00
Instruction
Salaries of teachers $ 19,000 00
Text books, supplies, etc. 1,750 00
$20,750 00
Operation, maintenance of school
plant
Salaries of janitors $ 1,600 00
Fuel 2,450 00
Supplies, water, lights, etc. 650 00
Repairs 1,000 00
$5,700 00
Auxiliary agencies
Transportation of pupils $ 1,700 00
$1,700 00
Fixed charges
Insurance $ 300 00
Debt, interest and sinking fund 2,000 00
$2,300 00
$32,550 00
Probable receipts from State and other
sources 2,200 00
Money to be raised $30,350 00
C. E. MAGOON,
GEORGE HOULE,
P. J. ROBINSON,
Finance Committee.
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School Superintendent's Report
Gentlemen of the School Board of Littleton
:
Although I am fortunate in having been connected
with your system of schools as Headmaster for six
extremely pleasant years, my term of service since you
honored me with election as your superintendent has
covered but seven months. My report must, therefore,
be limited to a statement of conditions as I have seen
them during that time.
I wish to speak gratefully of the improvements
effected during the past year. The renovated school
at Pattenville with enlarged grounds, new ventilation
and heating, new hard floor, and remodeled school
room has been an inspiration and delight to the child-
ren who are so fortunate as to have it for their school
home. The newly installed system of heating
and sanitation at the Mitchell school have made that
building one of the most attractive in town, and the
needed repairs made at Apthorp have increased the
efficiency of the schools materially.
Manifestly other betterments are necessary in the
near future. The remaining rural school houses should
be put into model condition as soon as possible. New
sanitary arrangements are imperative in all of them.
Heating by means of the jacketed stove should bo in-
stalled, for the Pattenville school has demonstrated the
efficiency of the plan. The schoolrooms should be
remodeled in accordance with modern standards.
Moreover, the cost of accomplishing these desirable
results is modest in comparison with the great good
that will be done.
Electric wiring should certainly be extended to the
Manual Arts building where it is needed for both
lighting and power. Indeed all the school rooms
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would have their working efficiency increased in
marked degree by electric lighting.
I ask furthermore that you give your attention to
the repairs that are necessary to keep up the sani-
tation and heating at the high school and at the Kil-
burn building.
I need not state that a new high school building
is no less a crying necessity than ever. It is nearly a
question of compulsion.
ATTENDANCE
The enrollment in your schools is as follows:
o
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High school, 180; special grades, 13.
SUMMARY
Kilburn grades
High school
High school grades
Apthorp grades
Mitchell school
Mann's Hill
Pattenville
North Littleton
Monroe school
Total
218
180
209
206
60
12
20
23
11
939
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The registration during the fall term reached 961.
The losses have been due to removals, illness, to the
withdrawal from school of children below the com-
I>ulsory school age because of the severity of the
weather, and to the fact that a number of the child-
ren have left school as soon as they have reached
sixteen. The compulsory vaccination law has kept
several children from school. There have been a
few regrettable losses through death.
Regularity of attendance has been seriously broken
by illness. The combination of severe weather and
epidemic disease like whooping cough has been
extremely troublesome. Added to these unavoidable
causes is the indifference of parents. The law of New
Hampshire recognizes only physical disability as
a sufficient cause for absence from school. The
truant officer, Mr. Smith, is making commendable
efforts to enforce the law and is meeting with success,
yet it is a difficult matter to keep aware of all the
children that may come to town from time to time.
There is a considerable percentage of over-age child-
ren in our grades. Normally children in the first grade
are under seven and the age increases by one year in
each succeeding grade until we reach eighteen as the
age limit of the high school senior. The over-age per-
centages are distributed according to the following
tabulation
:
Grade 1—21 per cent
Grade 2—38 per cent
Grade 3—42 per cent
Grade 4—55 per cent
Grade 5—47 per cent
Grade 6—57 per cent
Grade 7—57 per cent
Grade 8—48 per cent
Grade 9—45 per cent
Grade 10—34 per cent
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Grade 11—37 per cent
Grade 12—37 per cent
All grades together, 49 per cent.
There must be some significance in this condition.
Even now we are engaged in an investigation that
will probably result in clarifying our knowledge of
causes and possibly suggest means of bettering the
condition. Doubtless many of the children are ad-
vantageously placed as they are. It is also evident
that many of them are not graded to the best advan-
tage.
Conspicuous reasons for the presence of children
in grades for which they are apparently too old are
retardation because of backwardness, loss of work
through absence, failure to start school sufficiently
early in age. Absences are due to illness, severity of
the weather, and lamentably to the indifference of
parents. Removals are too frequently responsible for
retardation. In some cases the children are compel-
led to make headway in school in the EngUsh
language which they too rarely hear outside the
school.
Certainly here are causes that may be avoided to
some degree. Nevertheless there will remain some
children who can not work to the best advantage in
any grade. We have maintained one special school this
year. It has not been possible because of the un-
usual size of the fourth grade to provide for the sepa-
rate special grade at the Kilburn building. Nor have
we had a special room at Apthorp. Room is lacking
for an extension of our special schools. However,
there is need of at least three of them in our sys-
tem.
A number of the over-age pupils can be advan-
tageously placed in higher grades. For such child-
ren a rather different scheme of promotion must be
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worked out. We find under-age children often
exceptionally bright who need special attention as
they are likely to be the leaders of future society. We
must find with increasing certainty the means of min-
istering to the growth of our children according to
their natures.
The teachers are, of a certainty, the chief factors in
our educational system. We have been generally
fortunate in the character of our teaching force. But
we must remember that the cost of living has ad-
vanced so rapidly that it is not to be expected that
teachers will remain with us unless they can
receive a wage proportionate to the rise in living costs.
I suggest that steps be taken to raise the salary
schedule of our teachers.
It will doubtless be necessary to increase some-
what the number of teachers as the size of the grades
is surely increasing. There is equal need of more
room.
The new state' program for elementary schools
has been adopted as our course of study. It repre-
sents a rather definite and apparently radical reorga-
nization of the scheme of elementary education. As
a matter of fact we have been for some time in a
stage of reconstruction and the State Department
has embodied the leading principles of practice and
content in this program which is one of the most dis-
tinctive and noteworthy educational publications in
the country. In the administration of the schools,
this year has been one of transition. A concrete in-
stance will make the meaning clear. Formal gram-
mar is being taught in grades 5, 6, 7, and 8. The new
program provides for it in the fifth grade. After
this year it will hardly be necessary to teach the sub-
ject elsewhere. No step seemed more radical than
the introduction of the study of formal English gram-
mar in this grade, yet the actual experience of the
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teachers is showing the wisdom of the requirement.
Similar instances of readjustment might be mentioned
in respect to the other subjects.
The principle that underlies the new program is
the completion of the elementary course in six years.
The seventh grade witnesses, normally, the beginning
of the adolescent period. Our boys and girls
are verging upon young manhood and womanhood.
Their interests are changing and the motivation and
content of their school work should change also. The
so-called junior high school movement is a recogni-
tion of this basal fact. It does not seem possible to
reorganize our high school course upon the six year
plan immediately, as the seventh and eighth grades
at Apthorp are located at considerable distances
from the high school building. Undoubtedly a new
high school building, when we finally have it, must
be built upon the plan accomodating all children from
the seventh to the twelfth grades.
In all our schools, nevertheless, we have so far as
possible introduced the new method and content in
our seventh and eighth grades. Departmental teach-
ing has been worked out in the village grades and
will doubtless be extended next year. Some combi-
nations with the high school may be possible. The
probable necessity of an extra teacher in these
grades at Apthorp will make a similar scheme feasible
there. It may be said that the reorganization means
the sacrifice of no essential elements but that it does
mean a new interest, a veritable awakening for the
children of these grades.
RURAL SCHOOLS
I have already written of the need of repair and ren-
ovation in our rural school houses. The day has pass-
ed when the rural school problem may be dismissed
lightly. Some of our best high school pupils have
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come from the rural schools. Out of the freshman
class of more than sixty there were seventeen pupils
who had an average of over eighty-five per cent for
the first semester of 1916-1917. Four of these came
from the rural schools of our town. A rural school
pupil was fourth in the class. In these schools we
find many of our most promising children. Manifestly
they deserve well in school matters.
The rural school is an unusual opportunity for the
teacher. The schoolhouse may become the center
of activity in the community and the pupils have a
right to the best that the teachers can give. I am
pleased to note that our rural school teachers have
been meeting the occasion with intelligence and
devotion. Something has been done in the direction
of manual training and domestic arts. Warm dinners
have been successfully served in at least two of the
schools. An extension of this work will be affected.
The need of keeping first rate teachers adapted to
the work is paramount.
THE HIGH SCHOOL
My relations with your high school as supervising
headmaster ceased with my assumption of the duties
of superintendent of all your schools, July 15, 1916.
The promotion of Submaster Doody to the position of
headmaster secured for the high school a man
familiar with the situation from five years of fine
service, and practically eliminated the necessity of re-
adjustment because of the change of policy. I have
tried to continue, so far as my time will permit, my
close relations of interest and cooperation with the
boys and girls of the high school. I can testify to a
fine spirit of loyalty in the teaching staff. I have
found the work of directing and supervising the work
of the high school a pleasant task. The headmaster
has worked out an effective system of administration.
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The enrollment has passed all previous records
with a total of more than 190. At the close of the
first semester the membership was over 180. At this
rate of increase the problem of seating room is acutely-
distressing.
The number of teachers is rather inadequate for
the size of the school. An average of more than
thirty pupils to each teacher is too high for the most
efficient work. There would be some relief if more of
the girls could make up their minds to take the course
in domestic arts. We have succeeded in providing
definitely for a full four years curriculum in this Une of
work. It is the best preparation for girls who intend
to teach and offers the best all around education. For
some reason it does not seem to be so popular as the
commercial curriculum which is accordingly over-
crowded.
I hope that it may be possible to develop more
scientific means of helping the pupils to choose the
right curricula. The superintendent now has in mind
a series of investigation tests whereby the aptitude of
the pupils may be discovered. Some such efforts may
result in guidance toward vocations thai will prove
invaluable.
A change was effected the begining of the fall
term in the marking system. The old sliding scale
passing an average of 75 per cent was aboUshed and
a flat average of 70 in each subject substituted. The
term system has been discarded in favor of the semes-
ter plan.
The usual school activities are being maintained.
The school is on terms of friendly athletic relations
with the high schools of the North Country with
whom it is now joined in a basket-ball league. Track
athletics will be an innovation next spring. The school
paper, The Record, is being kept up to the standard.
The high school debating society has been revived.
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The school remains on the approved Hst of the same
colleges as last year. Several of the seniors are plan-
ning to enter college next year. A group of our most
promising senior girls intend to enter New Hampshire
Normal schools in September.
MEDICAL INSPECTION
I am unable to quote statistics upon the results of
medical inspection for the present year as the work
has not been completed.
The physicians were not appointed until some time
after the opening of the school year. Whooping cough
has kept so many out that it has been difficult to find
any time when it was possible to examine all the
pupils in the schools. The inspectors have also been
detained by the prevalence of sickness in town this
severe winter. I believe that the inspection has been
productive of considerable good. But its usefulness
is decidedly hampered by lack of means to secure
effective treatment after physical troubles have been
located. Many parents cannot or will not take the
necessary steps. Probably somewhat more than 20
per cent of the cases secure further attention. The
teachers at least are furnished with a valuable diagno-
sis of their pupils which has been of inestimable val-
ue in their consideration of the individuals under their
care.
Some way should be found of making the inspec-
tion more effective. The establishment of school nur-
sing is one most serviceable way and might be ac-
complished by mterested people of public spirit. The
inspection itself should take place early in the year
when all the pupils are more easily reached. The
teachers, who are making commendable efforts to
secure results could follow up all cases with even more
perseverance. I think that it will be possible to make
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the administration of this work a special department
of the superintendent's office.
I am loath to see Littleton abandon medical in-
spection, and I hope that the school meeting may
provide for it another year.
CONCLUSION
The superintendent has made a special effort to
secure an economical distribution of school supphes.
I beUeve that we are effecting a distinct saving. The
teachers are cooperating finely in this manner.
Supervision of your schools signifies friendly and
helpful relations with your teachers and the children
under their instruction. By means of inspection, sug-
gestion, survey tests and teachers' meetings the
superintendent has sought to carry into effective
operation the ideals that have dominated his con-
ception of education.
To you gentlemen of the School Board, he feels
that he owes a debt of gratitude for your consistent
support. To the public, too, he is grateful for kindness
and appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
GUY E. SPEARE, Superintendent of Schools.
Report of Supervisor of Music
Mr. G. E. Speare,
Supt. of Littleton Public Schools.
As supervisor of music, I submit the following re-
port:
In all the grades the work has been somewhat
similar to that of former years. Some changes are
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necessary every year in order to introduce as much
of the new work that is constantly being added to
public school music as we can.
We have not obtained yet, to the carrying forward
of all we have planned, but the year's work in the
grades shows good progress, in tone production, eye
and ear training, sight reading and artistic interpre-
tation.
The music in the high school is the logical result
and crown of the work done in the grades. The class
is the largest in the history of the school, numbering
one hundred and forty eight.
Such a spirit of work, as they demonstrate each
lesson, is not only a wonderful incentive to a teacher,
but shows that here in our high school, are to be
found musicians of the future.
By the aid of the school Victrola, we are teaching
music appreciation.
Tapper says, "A man's life can rise no higher
than his aspiration, and his aspiration will be no high-
er than his appreciation."
Someone says, *'What is music appreciation?" It
is training hsteners to appreciate two things in music,
the performance and the composition performed.
The Victrola gives the pupil a clearer understand-
ing of the aims and possibilities of music; through it
they will become familiar with the best music of the
world. The pupils at Apthorp have plans underway
to provide a Victrola for their schools.
April 28, 1916, at the class play the musical num-
bers were furnished by the class, consisting of selec-
tions by the school orchestra, quartet by the boys, and
flag song by the girls.
May 30, Grades one, two, three and five of Apthorp
school and three and four of Kilburn and eighth of
high school building and chorus of high school girls
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took part in the Memorial Day program given at the
opera house.
The concert to earn money for the school Victrola,
was given at the opera house, June 9th, by the high
school chorus, assisted by Mrs. Maud Parker, Mrs.
Arthur S. Morris, Miss Pearson and Mrs. Florence
Grey.
Part one was a miscellaneous program. Part two,
Gallia, by^ Gounod.
At the graduation, June 21st, a Shakespeare
masque was given. The music consisted of songs
used in the time of Shakespeare, and was given by
the class with great credit to themselves.
September 11th, Charles E. Burnham, instructor of
music at Princeton University who, in his school
days, was a member of the music class of the Littleton
high school, gave a most interesting talk to the pupils,
after which we had the pleasure of listening to his
trained voice in a song recital.
Miss Richardson and myself are trying to give
children a knowledge of music and loving mastery of
it that shall be theirs always, and to bring music and
the joy of self expression through music into the
homes of the people, and by new light and cheer in
our school work, make that work count in the making
of good men and women.
To the teachers I would express my thanks for
their loyalty and readiness in adopting such sugges-
tions as I may have made. I wish to acknowledge
my indebtedness to the School Board for their kind-
ness and support in my work .
To you Mr. Speare, to Mr. Doody and Miss Richard-
son, the assistant music teacher.
Respectfully submitted,
HATTIE QUIMBY BINGHAM,
Supervisor of Music.
LITTLETON PUBLIC LIBRARY
BOARD OF' TRUSTEES
George S. Whittaker Term expires 1917
James J. Harrington Term expires 1917
Frances T. Bingham Term expires 1917
Lydia D. Jackson Term expires 1918
SteUa Farr Term expires 1918
Jane Robinson Term expires 1918
Guy E. Speare Term expires 1919
Harry M. Eaton Term expires 1919
A. T. Downing Term expires 1919
TREASURER'S REPORT
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand $ 325 42
Town treasurer, appropriation 1,700 00
Subscription and fines 85 51
G. H. Tilton fund 50 00
Old Home Day Committee 5 00
Kilburn fund 12 12
Morris Firestone, old books 41 47
Binding books 12 65
$2,232 17
DISBURSEMENTS
Librarian $ 500 00
Janitor 204 00
Freight and suppUes 76 46
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Fuel
Books, magazines and papers
Electric lights
Water
Richards Decorating Company
A. J. Barrett, insurance
Repairs
Cash on hand
$2,232 17
J. J. HARRINGTON, Treasurer.
Examined and found correct,
A. W. BINGHAM, Auditor.
248 48
701 19
57 42
30 00
10 00
50 00
3 10
351 52
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To the Board of Trustees of the Littleton Public
Library
:
I herewith submit the annual report of the Littleton
public library for the year of 1916.
The statistics are as follows:
Number of volumes February 15, 1916 10,933
Increase by purchase 539
Increase by gifts 201
Total increase 740
Number of volumes February 15, 1917 11,673
Books rebound including maga-
zines 487
Books replaced 51
Books destroyed, lost or withdrawn 40
CIRCULATION
Total circulation 30,086
Largest circulation in one month, January
1917 3,068
I
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Largest circulation in one day, February 3,
1917 325
Number of days open to public 307
Per cent of fiction circulated 81.5
Per cent of non fiction circulated 18.5
CIRCULATION BY CLASSES
Fiction, adult 16,444
Fiction, juvenile 8,013
Biography 405
Travel 597
History 751
Literature 888
Fine arts 177
Useful arts 252
Science 316
Philology 25
Sociology , 292
Religion 51
Philosophy 114
Miscellaneous 1,761
Total 30,086
The accession book Ust has been increased during
the present year by a goodly number of gifts, and the
gifts of magazines, periodicals and papers for the
reading room has added much to supplying extra read-
ing matter, and as a result the reading room is meet-
ing the demands of the times, and is better patronized
than in the past. While the statistics show an in-
crease in circulation of some over two thousand vol-
umes more than the preceeding year, and this year
also records a circulation nearly double that of eight
or ten years ago, those interested in the library realize
that with the increase in population the increase of
circulation is only proportionate, and the fact remains
that while many are well cared for there are many
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others to whom the Hbrary is but a name, and it is the
duty of those representing the hbrary to put before
the pubhc the privileges of the library that they may
be extended to all.
Respectfully submitted,
JENNIE E. SMITH, Librarian.
BOOKS ADDED TO THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
During the year ending February 15, 1917
ADULT FICTION
Accolade (The) ; Sidgwick, Ethel Si la
Amiable Charlatan; Oppenheim, E. P. Op 5a
Aunt Jane; Lee, Jennette L 51a
Babette; Smith, F. B. Sm 4.1b
Bachelor's Dinner; Briggs, Olive B 76b
Barnabetta; Martin, Helen M 36b
Bars of Iron; Dell, Ethel D 38b
Behind the Bolted Door; McFarland, A. E. Mc 16.1c
Belfrey (The) ; Sinclair, May Si lib
Bent Twig; Canfield, Dorothy C 16b
Beth Book; Grand, Sarah G 76b
Better Treasure; Andrew, M. S. An 2b
Betty Zane; Grey, Zane G 78b
Big Timber; Sinclair, B. Si 6.2b
Bird-House Man ; Eaton, W. P. Ea 8b
Blow the Man Down; Day, Holman D 33b
Bonnie May; Dodge, L. D 66b
Border Legion; Grey, Zane G 86bo
Breaking the Shackles; Barrett, F. B 271b
Burkses, Army; Lippman, Julie L 66b
Call of the Cumberlands; Buck, C. N. B 85c
Cam Clarke; Walsh, J. N, W 14c
Cathedral Singer; Allen, J. L. Al 5c
City of Numbered Days; Lynde, F. L 99c
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Chloe, Maloiie; Lea, Fannie H. L 46c
CHpped Wings; Hughes, R. H 86c
Co-Citizens; Harris, Corra H 24c
Come out of the Kitchen; Miller, Alice M 61c
Comrades; Dixon, T. H. D 64c
Cross Ways; Martin, Helen M 36c
Dare Devil; Daviess, M. T. D 28d
Dark Forest; Walpole, Hugh W 14d
Dark Tov^er; Bottome, Phillis Bo 65d
David Blaize; Benson, E. F. B 42.lid
David Penstephen; Price, Richard P 93d
Dear Enemy; Webster, Jean W 38d
Detective Stories, 3 vols.; Reeve, A. R 22
Desert Gold; Grey, Zane G S6d
Drusilla v^ith a MiUion; Cooper, Elizabeth C 77d
El Supremo; White, E. L. W 5«.3e
Emma McChesney; Ferber, Edna F 37e
Enoch Crane; Smith, F. N. Sm 4e
Eve Dorre; Strother, Emily St 8e
Father Bernard's Parish ; Olmstead, F. 01 5f
Fehcity Crofton; Bryant, M. B 84f
Fifth Wheel; Prouty, OUve P 94f
Filling His Own Shoes; Rowland, H. C. R 77f
Finding of Jasper Holt; Lutz, Grace L. L 97f
Flower of the North; Curwood, J. O. C 93f
Fortunes of Garin; Johnston, Mary J 64f
Freelands (The) ; Galsworthy, J. G 13f
Friendly Road; Grayson, David G 79f
Georgina of the Rainbows; Johnston, A. F. J 64.1g
Gibby of Clam-shell Alley; Van Dresser, J. S. V 26g
Girl from Big Horn Country; Clease, Mary E. C 39g
Girl at Big Loon Post; Van Schaick V 36g
Glory of Youth; Bailey, Temple B 15g
Good Indian; Bower, B. M. B 67g
Gray Dawn; White, S. E. W 58gr
Half a Rogue; McGrath, H. Mc 17h
Handle With Care; Turnbull, M. T 85h
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Heart of Rachel; Norris, K. N 79h
Heart of the Sunset; Beach, Rex B 35h
Heart of Thunder Mountain; Bingham, E. A. B 511h
Helen; Hardy, A. S. H 22.1h
Held to Answer; MacFarlane, P. C. Mc 16h
Hempfields; Grayson, David G 79h
High Priestess ; Grant, Robert G 77h
Hilda Lessways; Bennett, A. B 43h
Her Husband's Purse; Martin, Helen M 36h
Hermit Doctor of Gaya; Wylie, I. A. R. W 97h
House of the Dead; Dostoevsky, F. D 74h
Hungry Stones; Tagore, R. Ta 13h
In the Garden of Charity; King, Basil K58i
International Episode; James, H. J 23i
Instead of the Thorn; Burnham, C. L. B 931i
Janet of the Dunes; Comstock, H. C 73ja
Jean Christophe, 3 vols. ; RoUand, R R 64
Jeanne of the Marshes; Oppenheim, E. P. Op 5j
Jester (The) ; Moore, L. M 78j
Joyce of the North Woods; Comstock, H. C 73jo
Jugglers (The) ; Seawell, M. E. Se Ij
Just David; Porter, Mrs. E. H. P 83.22J
Knave of Diamonds; Dell, Ethel D 38k
Lady Connie; Ward, Mrs. N. W 211a
Landloper (The) ; Day, Holman D 331
Landmarks; Lucas, E. V. L 961
Leatherwood God; Hov^ells, W. R. H 811e
Life and Gabriella; Glasgo, Ellen G 461
Lion's Share; Bennett, A. B 431i
Little Classics, 12 vols.; Johnson, Rossiter J 62
Little Hunchback Zia; Burnett, Mrs. F. H. B 93H
Little Lady of the Big House; Loudon, J L 841
Lonesome Land; Bower, B. M. B 671
Lonesome Trail; Bower, B. M. B 671o
Lost Prince; Burnett, Mrs. F. H. B 931o
Lovable Meddler; Dalrymple, L. D 161
Lure of the Dim Trails; Bower, B. M. B 671u
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Magnificent Adventure; Hough, E. H 81m
Maid of the Forest; Parrish, R. P 24ma
Mary 'Gusta; Lincohi, J. L 63ma
Mildew Manse ; Maniates, B. M 31m
Missioner (The); Oppenheim, E. P. Op 5mi
Miss Theodosia's Heartstrings; Donnell, A. H. Do 71m
Molly McDonald; Parrish, R. P 24mo
Money Master (The) ; Parker, Gilbert P 22m
Moonbeams from a Larger Lunacy; Leacock, S.
L 4 7m
Mr. Britthng Sees It Through; Wells, H. G. W 46mr
Mrs. Belfame; Atherton, Gertrude At 4m
Mrs. Maxon Protests; Hope, Anthony H 77m
Multitude and Solitude; Masefield, J. M 37m
My Lady of the Chinese Courtyard; Cooper,
EUzabeth C 77m
Mysterious Stranger; Clemens, S. L. C 59m
Nan of Music Mountain; Spearman, F. Sp 3n
New Men for Old; O'Brien, N. V. O'b 6n
Night Riders; Cullen, R. C 91n
North of Fifty-three; Sinclair, B. Si 6.2n
Old Glory; Andrews, M. S. An 2o
Old Judge Priest; Cobb, Irvin C 63o
Olga Bardel; Aumonier, Stacy Au 5o
Ollivant Orphans; Gillmore, Inez G 42o
One Braver Thing; Dehan, R. D 34o
On the Eve; Turgenieff, I. T 84o
Pardners; Beach, Rex B 35p
Passionate Crime; Thurston, E. T. T 42p
Passionate Friends; Wells, H. G. W 46pa
Peg O' My Heart; Manners, H. M 32p
Penlope's Poscript; Wiggin, K. D. W 63pp
Penrod and Sam; Tarkington, B. T 17ps
People Like That; Bosher, K. L. B 65p
Place Beyond the Winds; Comstock, H. C 73p
Pleasant Ways of St. Medard; King, G. K 58p
Phineas Phinn, 2 vol., Trollope, A. T 74p
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Phineas Redux, 2 vols., Trollope, A. T 74pr
Prairie Courtship; Bindloss, H. B 51pr
Prescott of Sasketchewan; Bindloss, H. B 51pr
Primrose Ring; Sawyer, Ruth Sa 9p
Princess Dehra; Scott, J. R. Sc p
Prisoner (The) ; Brown, Alice B 81.3p
Promise; Sidgwick, Ethel Si Ip
Proof of the Pudding; Nicholson, M. N 52p
Prudence of the Parsonage; Hueston, E. H 87p
Prudence Says So; Hueston, E. N 87pr
Puppet Crown; McGrath, H. Mc 17pu
Purple Land; Hudson, W. H. H 86p
Rainbow's End; Beach, Rex B 35r
Ranching for Sylvia; Bindlass, H. B 51r
Ranson's FoUy; Davis, R. H. D 29r
Real Adventure; Webster, H. K. W 38r
Rhoda Flemning; Meredith, George M 54r
Research Magnificient; Wells, H. G. W 46r
Richard-Richard; Mearns, Hughes M 46r
Right of the Strongest; Green, F. G 83.2r
Rim of Desert; Anderson, Ada An Ir
Rising Tide; Deland, Margaret D 37r
Romance of a Christmas Card; Wiggin, K. D. W 63r
Ruggles of Red Gap; Wilson, H. C. W 69r
Sailor, Smith, J. C. Sn Is
Samaritan Mary; Lock, Sumner L 79.2s
Seed of the Righteous; Tompkins, J. T. T 592s
Seventeen; Tarkington, B. T 17s
Side of the Angels; King, Basil K 58s
Six Star Ranch; Porter, Mrs. E. H. P 83.2s
Sixty-first Second; Johnson, Owen J 62s
Shadow Riders; Patterson, Isabelle P 27s
Shepherd of the North; Maher, R. A. Mh 27s
Somewhere in France; Davis, R. H. D 29s
Song of the Lark; Gather, W. S. C 28s
Son of the Hills; Comstock, H. C 73s
Son of the Otter; Van Schaick V 36s
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Spragg's Canyon; Vachell, H. A. V 13s
Squirrel Cage; Canfield, Dorothy C 16s
Still Jim; Wilsie, Honore W 69s
Stirrup Latch; McCall, Sidney Mc 13s
Straight Down the Crooked Street; Runkle,
Bertha R 87s
Story Behind the Verdict; Danby, Frank D 19s
Tad and His Father; Bullard, F. B 87t
Testing of Janice Day; Long, Helen L 85t
Those Gillespies; Hopkins, W. J. H 77t
These Twain; Bennett, A. B 43t
Trail of the Ninety-eight; Service, R. Se 7t
Triumph of Tim; Vachell, H. A. V 13t
Three Things; Andrew M. S. An 2t
Under the Country Sky; Richmond, Grace R 41u
Unspeakable Perk; Adams, S. H. Ad lu:
Valley Road; Foote, M. H. F 68v
Vane of the Timberlands; Bindloss, H. B blv
Vivette; Lock, W. J. L 79v
Voice in the Wilderness; Lutz, Grace L 97v
Voyage of the Hoppergrass; Pearson, E. Pe 31v
Watermeads; Marshall, A. M 35w
Way of All Flesh; Butler, S. B 97w
Way of Ambition; Hichins, Robert H 52w
When A Man's A Man; Wright, H. B. W 93.2w
When Cary Came to Town; Dilano, Edith D 37w
When My Ship Comes In; Morris, G. M 83w
White Alley; Wells, Carolyn W 46.Iw
Wildfire; Gray, Zane G 86w
Wiser Folly; Moore, Leslie M 78w
Wonderful Year; Locke, W. J. L 79m
Woodlanders (The) ; Hardy, Thomas H 22
w
Wooing of Rosamond Fayre; Ruck, Berta R 82w
World for Sale; Parker, Gilbert P 22
Worn Doorstep; Sherwood, M. Sh 5w
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NON FICTION—BIOGRAPHY
Beloved Physician; Chalmers, S.
Charles Frances Adams; Autobiography
Charles Stewart Parnell; Parnell, J. H.
Chester Bradley Jordan; Jordan, C. B. Jr.
Daniel Webster and Contemporaries ; March
Charles
James Whitcomb Riley; Laughlin, Clara
John Hay, Life and Letters, 2 vols.,
Thayer, W. R.
Julia Ward Howe, 2 vols., Richards and
EUiott
Letters from America; Brooke, Rupert
Lincoln, life, 2 vols., Tarbell, Ida
Little Classic Authors; Johnson, R.
Lives of the Presidents; Lincoln, R. W.
Louise Chandler Moulton; Whiting L.
Lyman Abbott, Reminiscences
Memories and Impressions; Hueffer, M.
Men of Progress in New Hamphire; Herudon,
Richard 920 H43p
Napoleon, life; Lockhart, J. G. 923 N161
Napoleon, life; Arnault and Panckouke 923 N16a
Napoleon, Life and Campaigns; Anonymous 923 N16
Queens of American Society; Ellet, Mrs. 920.7 Ell
Story of a Pioneer; Shaw, Anna H. 92 Sh2p
Years of My Youth; Howells, W. D. 92 H83y
92 T76c
92 Adl
92 P24p
92 J75j
92 W38m
92 R45s
92 H33t
92 H83r
92 B791
92 L63t
928 J62a
920 L63p
92 M86w
92 Ablr
920 H87m
HISTORY
Americans of Past and Present Days; Jusse-
rand, J. 973 J98a
Amherst, N. H. History; Secomb, D. 974 Sela
Diplomat's Wife in Mexico; O'Shaughnessy,
Mrs. Edith 972 Os4d
From Deep Woods to Civilization; Eastman,
C. A. 970.2 Ea7f
Hudson, N. H., History; Webster K. 974.2W38h
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Landmarks in the Old Bay State; Comer,
WiUiam 974.4 C731
Maine, History and Government; Stetson,
W. W. 974.1 St3ni
New Hampshire State History; Stackpole,
E. 974.2 Stln
Poland, Story of the Nation; Marflll, W. R. 943.8M81p
Seal and Flag of New Hampshire; Ham-
mond, Otis 929.2 H17
Tennessee, History; Carpenter W. H. 976.8 C22t
Vermont, History; Hall H. 974.3 H14v
Warren, History; Little, Wilham 974.2 L72w
WAR BOOKS
First Hundred Thousand; Hay, Ian 940.9 H32f
Insurrection in Ireland; Stephens, J. 941.5 St3r
Jews in the Eastern War Zone ; Jewish
Commission, New York 940.9 J54
My Home on the Field of Honor; Huard,
Frances 940.9 H86m
My Year of the Great War; Palmer, F. 940.9 P18m
SunUt Hours ; Verhaeren, E. 940.9 V58s
With the French in Salonika; Davis, R. H. 9409 D29w
Wreck of the Storm; Maeterlinck, M. 940.9 M26w
TRAVEL
Ahlambra, Kremlin and the North and South of
Europe; Prime, S. 914 P93a
Antiquities of the Orient; Redding,
M. W. 915.69 R24a
Chronicles of the White Mountains; Kil-
bourne, F. 917.4 K53c
Frozen Northland and Its Explorers,
Kane, E. 919.8 K13f
Guide to California and Yosemite; Hutchins,
J. M. 917.94 H97g
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In the Footsteps of Heine; Forman, J. 914.3 F74i
Main Springs of Russia; Baring, M. 914.7 B23ni
Merrimack River; Meader, J. W. 917.42 M46ni
New Castle, Historic and Picturesque;
Albee, John 914.2 Alln
Niagaria; Hadley, George 917.47 H72n
Northern Italy and Corsica; Baedeker, K. 914.5 B14
Northern Italy, Lake Leghorn, Florence,
Ravenna; Baedeker, K. 914.5 B14
Over the Ocean; Guild, Curtis 914 G940
Pioneering in Cuba; Adams, James 917.29 Adlp
Prussian Memories; Bigelow, P. 914.3 B48p
Rome and Its Environs; Murray, J. 914.56 M96r
South Pole, 2 vols.. Amundson, R. 919.9 Am9s
Summer Days Down East; Sweetzer,
M. F. 917.41 Sw3s
Tramping through Mexico, Guatemala and
Honduras; Frank H. 917.2 F84t
Travels in Alaska; Muir, John 917.98 M88a
Voyages of Captain Scott; Turley, Charles 919.9 T84v
LITERATURE, GENERAL
Cyclopedia of Literature; Arvine, K. R. 803 Ar8
Dictionary of Political Questions; Hale,
Susan 808 H13
Chief Contemporary Dramatists; Dickin-
son, T. H. 808.2 D56
Chief European Dramatists; Matthews,
Brander 808.2 M43
Contemporary French Dramatists; Clark,
Barrett 842 C55
Literary History of Spanish America; Coester,
A. 860 C65
Literature in Ireland; MacDonagle, T. 820 Mcl4
Outlines of Russian Literature; Baring,
Maurice 891.7 B23
Short Story; Cross, E. A. 808.3 C87
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POETRY
Authology of Magazine Verse; Braith-
waite, S. 811 B73
Boy's Will; Frost, Robert 811 F92b
Crescent Moon; Tagore, R. 891.4 Tile
Echoes from home; Estes Dana 811 Es8
Fruit Gathering; Tagore, R. 891.4 Tllg
GitanjaH; Tagore, R. S 91.4 Tllg
Good Friday and other Poems; Masefield,
John 821 M37g
Irish Poetry complied by Graves, A. P. 821.8 G78
Irish Revolutionary Poems ; Colum and
O'Brien 821.8 C67
Leaves of grass; Whitman, Walt 811 W58
Little Classic Poems edited by Johnson, R. 811 J62
Men, Women and Ghosts; Lowell, Amy 811 L95
Nature and Art; Estes, Louise 808.8 Es8
Poems; Arnold, Mathew 821 Ar6
Poems, Brooke, Rupert 821 B79
Poems and Ballads; Heine ,H. 831 H34
Poems, 2 vols., Meredith, Owen 821 M54
Poems, 7 vols., Riley, James Whitcomb 811 R45
Poems; Saxe, John G. 811 Sa9
Poems; Seeger, Alan 811 Db
Rhymes of a Red Cross Man; Service
Robert 811 Se6r
Spell of the Yukon; Service, Robert 811 Se6?.
Spoon River Authology; Mastus, E. L.
DRAMAS
Amazons; Pinero, A.
Androcles and the Lion ; Overruled and
Pygmalion; Shaw, G. B.
Beau Brummel; Fitch, Clyde
Case of Rebellious Susan; Jones H. A.
Chitra; Tagore, R.
Dunsany Lord; Collection
822 P65a
822 Shi
812 F55b
822 J71c
891.4 Tllch
822 D91
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Galsworthy, J., First Series 822 G13
Girl With Green Eyes; Fitch, Clyde 812 F55g
Hauptmann; Social Dramas 832 H29
Importance of Being Earnest; Wilde, O. 822 W63i
Joy of Living; Sudermann, H. 832 Su2j
Justice; Galsworthy, John 822 G13j
Man Who Married A Dumb Wife; France
Anatole 842 F84m
Manoeuvers of Jane; Jones, H. A. 822 J71m
Misalliance, Fanny's First Play and Dark Lady
of the Sonnets; Shaw, G. B. 822 Shim
Stringberg; Collection 839 St8
Chekoff, Second Series 891.7 Tc22
Tragedy of Nan; Masefield, John 822 M37t
Winterfeast; Kennedy C. R. 822 K38w
Yeats, W. B., CoUection 822 Ye3
ESSAYS AND SATIRE
Advance of the English Novel, Phelps,
W. L. 823. P51a
Browning, How to Know Him, Phelps,
W. L. 824. P51b
Carlyle, How to Know Him; Perry, BUss 824 P41c
Counter Currents;* Repplier, Agnes 814 R29c
Everybody's Wit and Humor; Howe, W. H. 827 H83
leather Payne; Anonymous 824 B43f
Ivory, Apes and Peacocks; Huneker, James 814 H89i
Literary Studies; Leacock, S. 817 L47s
Mere Literature; Wilson, Woodrow 814 W699m
Moral Obligation to be Intelligent; Erskine,
John 814 Er8m
New York Society on Parade; Pulitzer,
Ralph 817 P96n
Pleasures of an Absentee Landlord ; Crothers,
S. M. 814 C87p
Sunnyside of the Street; Wilder, M. 817 W65s
Under the Apple Trees; Burroughs, John 814 B94w
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FINE ARTS
A, B, C, of Motion Pictures; Welsh R. 778 W44
Art of the Moving Picture; Lindsay, V. 778 L64
Cathedrals of England and Wales ; Whibiey,
C. R726 W58
Cathedrals of the world, 2 vols., Allen, F. H. R726 A15
Country Life; Copeland, R. H. 710 C79
Handbook of the Opera; Ordway, Edith 782 Or2
Handbook of Sacred and Legendary Art;
Clement, C. E. 703 C59
Out of Doors; Hough, E. 796 H81
Out of Door Photography; Dimock, J. 770 D59
Renaissance of Art in Italy; Scott, L. R709 Sc3
USEFUL ARTS
Baking Powder; Atkinson T. 641 At5b
Business Man's Encyclopedia, 2 vols., Bean,
H. C. 658 B37
Canning, How to Use Canned Foods; Biling,
A. W. 641 B47
Chemistry on the B^arm and Sea; Nicholas
J. 631 N52
Concerning Osteopathy; Webster, G. 615 W^38
Carless Engine; Henthorne and Thurber 621 H38
Eat and Be Well; Christian, Eugene 613 C41
How to Live; Fisher and Fiske 613 F53
Keeping in Condition; Moore, H. H. 613 M78
Lusitania's Last Voyage; Lauriat, C. E. 614 L36
Modern Advertising; Calkins and Holden 659 C13
Mysteries of Beekeeping; Quinby, M. 638 Q4
Nervous System and its Conservation;
Stiles, P. G. 613.8 St5
New Glutton or Epicure; Fletcher, H. 613.2 F62
Nurse in Every Home; Overlook, M. G. 610 Ov2
Nursing, Materia, Medica; Dock, L. 610 D65
Practical Cooking; Henderson, Mrs. M. 641 H38
Breath of Life; Burroughs, John 504 B94b
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Chemistry, Electro; Thompson 546 T37
Chemical Experiments; Remsen, Ira 540 R28
Chemistry, Physical; Jones, H. A. 541 J71
Chemical Science; Williams, R. P. 540 W67
Earth and Man; Guyot, A. 551 G99
Electricity Simplified, Sloane, T. 537 S15
Field and Forest, and Garden Botany
Gray, Asa 580 G79
Geometry, Elementary; Bradbury, W. F. 513 B72
Geometry, Elements; Wells, W. 513 W46
Heat; Ogden, J. G. 536 Og2
Mechanics; Merrman, M. 531 M55
Our Early Wild Flowers; Keeler, H. 582 K24
Physics; Henderson, C. H. 530 H38
Philosophy, Natural; Steele, J. D. 530 St3
Spring, Flora; Cowles and Coulter 582 C83
Wild Bird Guests; Baynes, E. H. 598 B34
PHILOLOGY
Connection of English Speech ; Fernald, J. 425 F39
English Composition; Scott and Denny 425 Sc3
Essentials of English Composition ; Tarbell,
H. 425 T17
Handbook of English Composition;
Wooley, E. C. 425 W88
Manual of English Composition; Lewis, E. H. 425 L58
Words Often Mispronounced; Phyfe 421 P49
SOCIOLOGY
A, B, C, of Banks and Banking; Coffin, G. 332 C65
A, B, C, of Wall Street; Nilson, S. A. 332 N32
America at Work; Husband, J. 331.8 H95
American Constitutional System;
Willoughby 342 W68
Among the Convicts; Smith, Eleazer 364 Sm4
Conciliation; Burke, Edmond 308 B91
Defenseless America; Maxim, H. 355 M45
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Earliest Years at Vassar; Wood F. 378 W85
Economies and Industrial Progress of the
Century; Gibbons, H. 330 G35
Free Trade and Protection; Fawcett, H. 337 F28
Future of South America; Babson, R. 382 B12
Indian Legends of White Mountains; English,
J. S. 398 En3
Long Road of Woman's Memory; Addams,
Jane 396 Ad2
Money; Kinley, David 332 K62
National Bank of United States; National
Bank Directors 332 N19
New Ideals in Business; Tarbell, Ida 331.8 T17
PoUtical Economy; Bowen, Francis 378 W85
Practical Sociology; Wright, Carroll 302 W93
Resumption of the Silver Question; Poor,
Henry 332 P78
Railway Transportation; Hadley, A. T. 385 Hll
Railway Transportation, American; Johnson,
Emory 385 J62
Societies Misfits; Doty, M. Z. 364 D74
Talk to Freshman Girls; Brown, H. D. 370.4 B81
Theory and History of Banking ; Dunbar,
C. F. 332 D91
Trust Finance; Meade, E. 338 M46
Truth and Facts; Frantzins, F. 301 F84
Under the Red Cross; Boardman, Mabel, T. 361 B63
RELIGION
Analogy of Religion; Butler, J. 239 B97
Christian Certainties of Belief; Smythe, J. 239 Sm9
Commentary of New Testament; Browne, 220.7 B81
Commentary of Old Testament; Jamieson 220.7 J24
Conflict between Religion and Science;
Draper, J. W. 215 D79
Day's Work; CooUdge, Susan 245 C77
Holy Cross, Its History; Prime, W. C. 244 P93
90
It Came to Pass; Moulton, A. W. 226 M86
Protestant Church in Hungary; Craig, J. 270.6 C85
PHILOSOPHY
American Country Girl; Crow, Martha 173 C87
Choosing A Vocation; Parsons F. 174 P25
Golden Way; Potts, J. H. 170 P85
Hope of the Great Community ; Royce,
Josiah 172.4 R81
Hypnotism; Quackenbos, J. 134 Q2
Making Life A Masterpiece; Marden, O. S. 170 M33
Patience Worth, Phychie Mystery; Yost, C. 133 Y63
Peg Along; Walton, George 131 W17
Riddle of Personahty; Bruce, J. A. 134 B83
REFERENCE WORKS
Book Review Digest
Railway Library
Reader's Guide
Year Book of Best Short Stories
R015
R385
R051
R016
NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE RECORDS
Annual Reports R328
Journal of House R328
Laws, Province Period R342
Laws for 1916 R342
Manual of General Court R341
MAGAZINES BOUND
Atlantic, 2 vols.
Century, 2 vols.
Forum, 2 vols.
Granite Monthly, 1 vol.
Harper's, 2 vols.
National Geographic, 4 vols.
North American Review, 2 vols.
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Outlook, 3 vols.
Review of Reviews, 2 vols.
World's Work, 2 vols.
MONTHLY PUBLICATIONS
For Reading Room
American, American Forestry, American Photo-
graphy, Bookman, Century, Christian Science Jour-
nal, Country Life in America, Craftsman and Art Age,
Current Opinion, Dial Semi-monthly, Educational Re-
view, Everybody, Forum, Garden Magazine, Granite
Monthly, Harpers, Industrial Arts, Life and Light for
Women, Ladies' Home Journal, Mexican Review,
McClure, Missionary Friend, Munsey, National
Geographic, Outing, Popular Mechanics, Popular
Science, Review of Reviews, Scribner, Times Current
History, Wireless Age, Woman's Journal, Woman's
Home Companion.
WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS
Christian Register, Christian Science Sentinel,
Independent, Literary Digest, Nation, Outlook, New
Republic, Scientific American. Newspapers, Boston
Herald, Manchester Union, New York Times, Mid-
week Pictorial, Christian Science Monitor and Little-
ton Courier.
JUVENILE
American Boy, Boy's Life, Boy's Magazine, Child-
hood, Little Folks, New England Kurn-Hattin Homes,
Our Dumb Animals and the Youth's Companion.
JUVENILE FICTION
BOY'S BOOKS
An American Crusoe; Verrill, A. H. JF 522
Baby Elton, Quarterback; Quirk, L. JF 523
92
Backwoodsman; Roberts, C. G. D. JF 540
Barnaby Lee; Bennett, J. JF 506a
Boy Scouts of Snow-Shoe Lodge; Holland, R. JF 478a
Boy Scouts of Wild-Cat Patrol; Eaton, W. P. JF 486c
Cattle Ranch to College; Doubleday, R. JF 524
Danny the Freshman; Camp, Walter JF 430c
Deal Woods; Griswold, L. JF 502c
Forest of Swords; Alteheler, J. A. JF 409h
Fort in the Forest; Tomlinson, E. T. JF 2605
Forward Pass; Barbour, Ralph JF 357k
Fur Trail Adventures; Wallace, Dillon JF 497c
Hosts of the Air; Altsheler, J. A. JF 409i
In Camp with Cornwallis; Tomlinson, E. T. JF 2606
Jack in the Rockies; Grinnell, George JF 360e
Jack the Young Canoeman; Grinnell,
George JF 360f
Mark Tidd in Backwoods, KeUand, C. JF 492b
Mark Tidd in Business; Kelland, C. JF 492b
Pitching in a Pinch; Mathewson, C. JF 525
Roger Paulding, Apprentice Seaman ; Beach,
E. L. JF 466c
Roger Paulding, Gunner's Mate; Beach, E. L. JF 446d
Roger Paulding, Gunner, Beach, E. L. JF 466
Roger Paulding, ensign; Beach, E. L. JF 466f
Scouts of Stonewall; Altsheler, J. A. JF 409j
Spirit of the School Barbour, Ralph JF 3571
Sword of Antietam, Altsheler, J. A. JF 409k
Tom Paulding; Matthews, B. JF 5268
Trail of the Pathfinders; Grinnell, George JF 3604
Two Captains; Brady, C. T. JF 552
Wolf Hunters; Grinnell, George JF 360g
Warwickshire Lad; Martin, George M. JF 345b
Wee McGregor Enhsts; Bell, J. J. JF 343e
GIRLS' BOOKS
Blue Bonnet in Boston; Jacobs and Richards JF 42 7e
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Blue Bonnet Keeping House; Jacobs and
Richards JF 427f
Camp-fire Girls of Brightwood ; Blanchard,
Amy JF 242r
Dorothy Dainty at Crestville; Brooks, Amy JF 318v
Dorothy Dainty's New Friends; Brooks, Amy JF 318w
Grandpa's Little Girls and Friends; Curtis,
A. T. JF 446c
Grandpa's Little Girl's Houseparty; Curtis,
A. T. JF 446d
Jane Stewart at Rivercroft; Remick, Grace JF 491f
Jean Cabot at Ashton; Scott, Gertrude JF 527
Jean Cabot in British Isles; Scott, Gertrude JF527a
Jean Cabot in Cap and Gown; Scott,
Gertrude JF 527b
Jean Cabot at House with Blue Shutter; Scott,
Gertrude JF 527c
Just Girls; Thurston, Mrs. L T. JF 291b
Lotta Embury's Career; Pealtie, Mrs. E. W. JF 528
Lucile the Torch Bearer; Duffuld, E. JF 529
Marion Berkley; Comins, E. JF 539
Patty's Romance; Wells, Carolyn JF 283s
Patty's Fortune; Wells, Carolyn JF 283t
Peg O' Ring; Kinpe, E. B. and A. A. JF 486c
Two Girls of Old New Jersey; Sage,.Agnes JF 541a
Winona of the Campfire; Widdener, M. JF 530
LITTLE FOLKS
Adventures of Chatter, Red Squirrel; Bur-
gess, T. JF 456d
Adventures of Jerry Musk Rat; Burgess, T. JF 456e
Adventures of Reddy Fox; Burgess, T. JF 456f
Ballad of Be-Ba-Boes; Stevens, D. K. JF 544
Behind the Garden Wall; Wallace R. JF 545
Birch and Star; Thorne, Thomsen JF 542
Boy Blue and His Friends ; Blaisdell, E. A. and
M. F. JF 496b
JF 541
JF 496c
JF 531
JF 532
JF 543
JF 546
JF 286b
JF 533
JF 537
JF 344d
JF 548
JF 547
JF 469d
JF 534
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Boys and Girls of the White House; Sage,
Agnes
Bunny Babbitt's Diary; Blaisdell, M. F.
Celtic Fairy Tales; Jacobs, J.
Dog of Flanders; Borne de la Louisa
Doughnuts and Diplomas; Jackson, G.
Dream Children; Brownell, E.
Dream Fox, Story Book; Wright, M. O.
Jan and Betje; Hall, Mary
Kingdom of the Winding Boad; Meigs, C.
Little Girl of Long Ago; White, Elizabeth
Maisie and Her Dog Trip in Fairy Land;
Musson, B.
Merry Animal Tales; Bingham, Maud
Mexican Twins; Perkins, Lucy
Molhe, Waddy and Tony; Waitt, Paul
Mollie and the Unwise Man Abroad; Bangs,
J. K. JF 549
Mother West Wind *'Why" Stories; Burgess,
T. JF 456g
Nurnberg Stove; Bame' de la Louise JF 532a
Nursery Bhymes; Welsh, Charles JF 535
Our Little Alaska Cousin; Boulet, Mary JF 334k
Our Little Canadian Cousin; McDonald, E. R. JF 3341
Our Little Dutch Cousin; McManus, B. JF 334m
Our Little Eskimo Cousin; Wade, Mary JF 334n
Our Little Belgian Cousin; McManus, B. JF 334o
Our Little Indian Cousin; Wade, Mary JF 334p
Our Little Irish Cousin; Wade, Mary JF 334q
Our Little Athenian Cousin of Long Ago;
Cowles, Julia JF333
Our Little Macedonian Cousin of Long Ago
;
Cowles JuUa JF 333a
Our Little Norman Cousin of Long Ago ; Stein,
Evaleen JF 333b
Our Little Roman Cousin of Long Ago ; Cowles,
Julia JF 333c
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Our Little Spartan Cousin of Long Ago ; Cowles
Julia JF 333d
Peter Rabitt, Potter, Beatrix JF 418a
Pinocchio; Collodies, C. JF 536
Phyllis' Field Friends, Insects; Mulets, L. E. JF550
Phylis' Field Friends, Big Animals; Mulets,
L. E. JF 550a
Phylis' Field Friends, Little Animals; Mulets,
L. E. JF 550b
Pussy Black Face; Saunders, M. JF 287d
Rocket Book; Newell, Peter JF 551
Six Little DuckUngs; Pyle, Katherine, JF 293d
Tommy Trot's Santa Claus; Page, T. N. JF 225e
Treasure Babies; Daviess, M. T. JF 479a
Wonderful adventures of Nilo; Lagerlof
Selina JF 553
JUVENILE NON-FICTION
Alfred the Great; Hughes T. J 92 Alh
American Boy's Work Shop; Kellard, C. J796 K28
Blue Bird; Maeterlinck J 842 M26
Boyhood of Great Men ; Anonymous J 92 A7
Boy's Vacation Book; Verrill, H. A. J 796 V61
Brownies Through the Union; Cox, Palmer J 817 C83
Domestic Animals; Burkett, C. W. J 636 B91
First Across the Continent; Brooks,
Noah J 917.8 B79
Henry Hudson, Life and Adventures; Bacon,
E. M. J 92 H 86f
Heroic Deeds of American Sailors; Blaisdell
and Ball J 973 B56
Holiday With Birds; Marks and Moody J 598.2 M34
How to Play Baseball; McGraw, J.
Indian Legends; Washburne, W.
Little Busybodies; Marks and Moody
Mechanics; Hodgson, F. T.
On the trail; Beard, L. and A.
J 797 Mcl7
J 398 W27
J 595 M34
J 531 H66
J 796 B36
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Outdoor Work; Miller, M. R. J 600 M61
Sebago, Wolielo Campfire Girls; Rogers,
Ethel J 796 R63
Stevenson, R. L., Life; Overton, J. J 92 St30
Sure Pop and Safety Scouts; Bailey, R. R. J 614 B15
Story of Leather; Bassett, Sara J 675 B29
Yankee Ships and Yankee Sailors; Barnes,
James J 973.5 B26
VITAL STATISTICS
FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3J, 19I6
NO
OS
CO
u
Ji
B
U
P
G
a
o
H
PQ
Birthplace
of Mother
Natick,
Mass.
Littleton
Ireland
Littleton
Lan'-aster
Nova
Scotia
Hoosick
Falls,
N.
Y.
Bethlehem
Presque
Isle,
Me,
Littletun
Canada
Ireland
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Littleton
Stanstead,
P.
Q.
Warner
Littleton
Landaff
Alburg,
Vt.
Littleton
Groton
North
Stratford
Lunenburg,
Vt.
St.
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Vt.
Lunenburg,
Vt.
Birthplace of Father
St.
Agatha.
P.
Q,
Sanford,
Me.
Concord
Franconia
Berlin
East
Angus,
P.
Q.
Fairfield,
Me.
Nova
Scotia
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Point,
N.
Y.
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St.
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St.
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Occupation of Father
Carpenter
Farm
laborer
Shoe
shop
Laborer
Glove
shop
Barber
Laborer
Lumberman
Merchant
Whetstone
Opr.
Shoe
shop
Chauffeur
Shoe
shop
Farmer
Plumber
Carpenter
Teamster
Lineman
Pulp
maker
Teamster
Shipping
clerk
Machinist
Shoe
shop
Clerk
Shoe
shop
Laborer
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Maiden
Name
of Mother
Edna
Daggle
Dora
Ash
Eva
Elliott
Bridie
McBride
Eva
Coyer
Laura
Carpenter
Bella
Charity
Zelma
Snyder
Maude
Rising
Edith
Laundry
IVIary
Fraser
Zola
Nihan
Eugenie
Vigneault
Elsie
Jobin
Sarah
Beatty
Charlotte
A.
Walker
Maud
C.
Chandler
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Parkei
Millie
Tibbetts
Margaret
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Goldie
Hall
Marion
Mills
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Bristol
Esther
Swett
Rose
St.
Lawrence
Dorothy
A.
Carpenter
Nina
L.
Bristol
Evelyn
Tyler
Name of Father
James
H.
Barden
Joseph
Bourassa
Frank
Melanson
Huyler
Herberc
Arthur
Drapeau
Henry
Pageaa
Henry
Charity
Wylie
Spidell
Charles
E.
Gosselin
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Champagne
Edwin
Marsh
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Wakefield
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G.
Allard
•
Arthur
Racicot
Carl
I.
Parker
Eugene
L.
Carrier
Vapoleon
Guilmette
Theophile
Bolduc
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Derosia
Arthur
P.
Corey
Bert
Herbert
Howard
C.
Sargent
Eugene
F.
Noel
J.
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Mackey
John
W.
Goode
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Liberty
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E.
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Name
of
Child
(if
any)
Floyd
Henry
Milton
Joseph
Evelyn
Ruth
Margarette
Tichenor
Rose
De
Lima
Elmer
Armant
Pauline
Frances
Loretta
Zelma
Infant
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James
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Racicot
Robert
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Kenneth
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Ralph
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Infant
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Infant
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